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John Brown's Body, New York
Philharmonic Top 53-54 Series
Series Will Include
Ballet, DuoTyrone Power, Raymond Massey, Judith
Anderson To Present Unique Attraction

Ar*******

Bloodmobile Unit
To Be On Campus
March 23 And 24

The Asheville, N. C, bloodmoThe Clemson College Concert Committee has announcbile unit will be on the campus
ed five concerts for the 1953-54 series. The series will be | March 23 and 24, and will set up
made up of top artists in the field of music and drama.
in the basement of the Methodist

The new officers of the YMCA relax after the
announcement of their elections. They are—
Jerry Dempsey, vice-president, and Lamar Ne-

ville, president. John Stanley, retiring president, and Jerry Hammett, recording secretary,
are seated in back. (Photo by Jack Trimmier.)

Neville Elected COUNCIL OF CLUB
r PRESIDENTS SETS
President Of «Y
Lamar F. Neville, arts and science junior of Newberry, was elected president of the YMCA in an election held
Sunday and Monday, March 1 and 2. He defeated Joe
The Council of Club Presidents
has set up a schedule for the
Lindsay, pre-medicine junior of Clemson. for the post.

Legion Post Will
Honor Veterans
Milledge Gordon Post No. 42,
the American Legion, will honor
the Korean veterans of this community at the regular post meeting on March 10, it was announced this week by W. H.
Gray, commander.
Local Korean veterans are invited to be the special guests of
the post for this meeting, and
they will be presented with a
special certificate of honor, which
will be signed by Mayor Leon P.
Crawford and Commander W. H.
Gray. The certificates, which are
suitable for framing, are to be
presented through Post No. 42,
as a token of appreciation of the
entire community.
THE PROGRAM will also include District Commander David
P. Martin who will present the
certificates. Mr. J. A. Rochester,
county service officer, will make
a talk on Veterans Affairs and
will answer any questions which
may be asked.
Light refreshments will be
served. The meeting place will
be club room No. 1 of the YMCA
at 7:30 p. m.

Messenger Talks
ToNTMSClub
H. M. Messenger of Taylor Instrument Companies of Charlotte,
N. C, was the guest speaker at
the regular meeting of the National Textile Manufacturing So-]
ciety Tuesday, March 3, at 7:00 i
p. m. in the auditorium of the
Textile School.
Mr. Messenger spoke on instruments as generally applied to the
textile industry. He also showed
a film entitled "Information at
Work" which centered around
instruments of value and in use in
the textile industry.

Jerry E. Dempsey, mechanical
engineering junior of Anderson,
defeated Phillip Porcher, arts and
sciences junior of Mt. Pleasant,
for the office of vice-president. C.
Jerry Hammett, animal husbandry
junior of Kingstree, defeated Joe
W. O'Cain, vocational agricultural
junior of Orangeburg, for the post
of recording secretary.
• Dr. G. H. Aull, head of the
agriculture economics and rural
sociology department; Mr. Ben E.
Goodale, professor of dairy; and
Mr. J. C. Littlejohn, college business manager, were re-elected to
three-year terms on the YMCA
Advisory Board.
Mr. Walter Cox, assistant to the
president and director of alumni
affairs, was elected to a new
three-year term to the board.
Major S. M. Martin was named
an honorary life member of the
board.
The retiring officers are John
Stanley, dairying senior of Conway, president; Lee Bivins, animal
husbandry senior of Atlanta, Georgia, vice-president; and Thornwell Dunlap, dairy senior of Clinton, recording secretary.
Neville is president of Tiger
Brotherhood, and a member of the
Junior YMCA Council, and Presbyterian Student Association.
Dempsey, first sergeant of r.oinpany B-2, is a member of theBSU
executive council, Tiger Brotherhood, and Blue Key.
Hammett is a member of Tiger
Brotherhood, Blue Key. ond Presbyterian Student Associa'ion.

Spangenberg Speaks
At Youth Banquet
James L. Spangenberg, minister
of students of the Clemson Baptist Church, was featured speaker
at a youth banquet Tuesday night,
March 3, at the First Baptist
Church of Edgefield.

meeting of campus organizations
so that meetings will not conflict
with study hours and the meetings of other organizations.
Bill Reutershan, spokesman for
the Council, pointed' out that the
schedule will go into effect the
third week of March and will be
enforced by the Council.

* * *
THE SCHEDULE is set up on
a monthly basis, providing for
emergency meetings on the extra
days of some months. Each club
will be provided with regular
meeting times and allowances for
emergency meetings, which may
be called any Friday during hours
listed "emergency." Emergency
meetings may also be called for
a few minutes after dinner during the week.
No club will be allowed to call
a meeting on any night when other organizations have scheduled
meetings.
Clubs and organizations are
listed on the schedule as they are
listed in the Blue Key Directory.
Publications will meet when
it is necessary as the nature of
their work makes it impossible
for them to be listed in the schedule.

* * *

Church.
Frank A. Burtner, assistant
will be at Clemson as part of their
18th anniversary tour of the United professor of sociology, is in charge
States. The pair has developed a of student donations.
All students are urged to give
unique and authoritative style in
both classical and contemporary blood during the two-day visit.
music which has won for them in- ********
ternational acclaim.
Paul Gregory will. present a
troupe of distinguished actors in
the presentation of "John Brown's
Body," Stephen Vincent Benet's
epic poem of America, which has
Arthur E. Brown, ceramics enbeen called the greatest work of
literature yet to come ffcom the gineering sophomore of Florence,
pen of an American writer. The was elected president of Phi Eta
cast will be Tyrone Power, Judith Sigma, a national freshman honor
Anderson, and Raymond Massey. society, during its meeting on
Music and effects will be under Thursday, February 26.
. Other officers for the new seWalter Schumann, who will direct
mester are W. A. Gasque, electrihis well known chorus. The entire production is staged and di- cal engineering sophomore of
Marion, vice president; W. F. Stafrected by Charles Laughton.
ford, Chemical engineering sophoHeading the George Gershwin more of Oswego, secretary; T. C.
Concert Orchestra will be Jesus Drew, electrical engineering sophMaria Sanroma, concert pianist omore of Gaffney, treasurer; W. D.
and friend and protege of the late Ashcroft, electrical engineering
George Gershwin. Soprano, Caro- sophomore of Florence, historian;
lyn Long, star of opera and oper- C. E. White, chemistry junior of
etta, and Theodor Uppman, bari- Wagner, senior advisor.
tone, are the soloistssfor the group.
Dr. H. L. Huhter, dean of the
Lorin Maazel, noted young con- School of Chemistry, made a short
ductor, will direct the hand-picked talk on the need of the world for
company of instrumentalists. The men who can think during the
Gershwin Festival is produced by meeting.
Howard Lanin' Management Inc.
Requirement for admission to
of Philadelphia.
Phi Eta Sigma is a 3.5 grade point
The Philharmonic - Symphony ratio under the new system, or a
Orchestra of New York will be di- 7.5 under the old system.
rected by Dimitri Mitropoulas.
conductor during the current season. The orchestra is the oldest
in the United States and the third
oldest in the world, younger only
than the Vienna Philharmonic OrTwenty-three new members
chestra and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra of London. Made were initiated into the Block and
-up of 104 regular playing mem- Bridle at a barbecue supper given
bers, the orchestra plays for the at the "Y" cabin Tuesday night.
regular season at Carnegie Hall, Professor J. R. Danion, club adincluding the special Young Peo- viser, made a short talk.
The, Block and Bridle sponsored
ple's Concerts, and its annual
a barbecue supper at the bull sale
concert tours.
The annual state convention of
All regularly enrolled students which was held Friday, February
the South Carolina Gideons will be at Clemson will be admitted on 27. Approximately three hundred
held at the Clemson House March their athletic identification cards. twenty-five persons were served.
13-15. The Anderson Camp of
The concert committee is con- Club members also assisted in
the Gideons Will be the host camp ducting a survey to determine the showing the bulls which were sold.
to the convention.
• possible demand for reserved seat Members are reminded that club
The Gideons is a Christian busi- tickets of concert subscribers.
dues must be paid by March 10.
ness men's organization whose
The seating plan calls for ap- Payments for keys are also due at
members speak in churches and proximately the first ten rows of this time.
place Bibles in hotels, motels, hos- chairs in the field house to be
pitals, and prisons. They also give numbered by rows and seats and
Bibles to men entering the- service. will be sold on a season ticket at
One of the highlights of the con- a higher price than the general
vention will be an address to the admission season ticket.
The survey will help the comClemson Cadet Corps in the ColThirty members of the Wesley
lege Chapel at 8 a. m. Saturday mittee to determine the number
Morning, March 14. Cadets will of reserved seat tickets to set Foundation will attend a party at
be excused from the Saturday aside when the general ticket sale Lander College Saturday night.
morning inspection to hear the is announced. The survey card Four of the students will stay over
talk. During the program a ser- which is being distributed to this until Sunday and present the Sunviceman's testament with Psalms year's subscribers will place no day School program for the
and Proverbs will be made avail- subscriber under obligation, but Methodist girls.
Frank Anderson, Del Burch, C.
able to each student desiring one. will only indicate the signers inC. Bryan, and Louis Black are in
At 6:30, Saturday night, a ban terest in purchasing or not purcharge of the program.
quet will be held in the Saber i chasing reserved seat tickets
Room of the Clemson House. Dr.
R. F. Poole, president of Clemson
College, will give the welcome address. Local ministers and their
wives will be the guests of the Gideons at this banquet.

All regular enrolled students at
Clemson will be admitted on their
athletic identification cards and
tickets may be obtained for the
performances.
The first of the series will be
the Agnes DeMille Dance Theater
which will be presented October
20. On November 11, the duopiano team of Luboshutz and
Nemenoff will give the second
concert. Stephen Vincent Benet's
epic poes "John Brown's Body",
will be presented by an all-star
cast on January 7. The George
Gershwin Concert Orchestra will
present the fourth of the series
on March 15, 1954, and the New
York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra will close the series on
April S, 1954.
The Agnes DeMille Dance Theater is a new kind of ballet company consisting of fifty dancers,
singers, and instrumentalists. Miss
DeMille began preparations for the
troupe with S. Hurok in 1948
when they laid plans for a unique
company emphasizing Dance and
Theater. The dancers with the
group all come from the legitimate
stage. The repertoire, designed
especially for the company, has
works of Miss DeMille's choreography from her past Broadway
hits— "Oklahoma", "Bridgadoon",
and "Carousel"—and ballet works
—"Rodeo", "Tally-Ho", and "Three
Virgins and a Devil."
Luboshutz and Nemenoff are in
the top position among present
day concert personalities, in one
of the most popular of all musical
categories, the duo-pianists. They
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Sigma Tau
Gpsilon
Honorary
Professionals

Tuesday
Professionals

Wednesday
Church

30 Methodists To
Go To Lander

THE SCHEDULE is for the students and will probably be approved by the college, but as yet
officials have not acted upon it.
I* will be the duty of each organization to see that the "schedule
is adhered to so that meeting
privileges will not be revoked.
Council of Club Presidents'
Meetings are called only when
they are needed and all club
presidents or their representatives should be present.
A complete list of policies concerning club activities will be
published and distributed to all
Twelve girls from Coker will
clubs as soon as they are inacted present the opening assembly in
the student department of the Sunby the Council.
day school of the local Baptist
Church. The deputation, sponsored by the Clemson Baptist Student Union, will be guests at a
supper and party Saturday night
at the church.
Thursday
Friday
Four of the girls will teach SunMilitary Clubs
Soph, Junior,
day school classes Sunday mornSenior Y
ing.
Councils
Sarah Kolb, president of the
Alpha Phi
Emergency
Coker B. S. U, will lead the depuOmega
Meetings
tation.

Coker Girls Open
Baptist Assembly

Block "C" Club
Minor "C" Club
Miscellaneous

Church

County Clubs

Church

Scabbard and
Blade

Tiger
Brotherhood

Church

Student
Government

Y Cabinet
Emergency time
Freshman Y
Professionals
Council
Emergency time Emergency time
Block ''C" Club
Blue Key
Minor "C" Club
Miscellaneous
Emergency time
Y Cabinet
Freshman Y
County Clubs
Council
Emergency time Emergency time
Honorary
Tiger
Professional!
Brotherhood

Church

Emergency time
Military Clubs

Church

• r
Emergency time
Alpha Phi Omega

Church

Phi Eta Sigma

Church

Student
Government

Soph, Junior,
Senior Y
Councils
Emergency
Meetings

Soph, Junior,
Senior Y
Councils
Emergency
Meetings

Soph, Junior,
Senior Y
Councils
Emergency
Meeting!

Block And Bridle
Take In Members

S. C. Gideons To
Convene Here On
March 13,14,15

New Schedule For Club Meetings
Week

Brown Will Head
Phi Eta Sigma

CDA, Scabbard & Blade
Announce Military Ball

Brailowsky Will
Conclude Series
Final Concert Will Be Presented
In College Field House At 8 O'clock
Akjiawdw flfailowsky, noted-pianist, will bring the
1952-53 Clemson College Concert Series to a close tonight
in the college field house at 8 o'clock
During the first half of tonight's
"
concert, Mr. Brailowsky will play
Chaconne by Bach-Busoni, Pastoral and Carvriccio by Scarlatti,
and Carnaval, Opus 9 by Schumann.
John Cozart, arts and sciences
Following the intermission he
will play Jardin sans la pluie, from senior of Columbus, Georgia, repEstampes by Debussy, La plus que I resented the Clemson Newmari
lenta also by Debussy and Toccata! Club at the jubilee meeting of the
by Ravel. The last portion of the Newman Clubs of North and South
program will be devoted to works Carolina held last week-end at
of Chopin. Included in this group Belmont Abbey College, Belmont,
will be Fantasy Impromptu. Opus North Carolina. He is historian of
66, Ballade in G minor, Nocturne the Club.
in D flat major, Waltz in E flat
The meeting was held in prepamajor, and Polonaise in A flat ma- ration for the annual southeastern
jor.
convention of the Newman Clubs.
Brailowsky is hailed as the "heir
» * «
to Chopin" and "plays with the
HEADING THE more than f
19th century delicacy Chopin himstudents from six colleges in t'.e
self used. Although he catalogued
two states Was Thomas McElwee,
and programmed all but about a general chairman, from Tve Citahalf a dozen Chopin's works, del. Other officers participating
Brailowsky claims that the famous were C. A. Pecerelli of The CitarM,
composer is not his favorite. With Miss Patricia Randale and Miss
him Beethoven and Mozart come Jean Schmitt of Winthrop.
first. •
Other.colleges represented at the
Besides being a celebrated pian- Belmont meeting were the Uniist, Brailowsky is a linguist, a dog versity of South Carolina, Univerfancier, a motion picture fan, and sity of North Carolina, N. C. Cola grea^ reader. He likes painting lege for Women at Greensboro, and
and a good conservation. He has Orangeburg College.
a taste for history and the Russian
The Newman Clubs are campus
classics, like War and Peace, which organizations of Catholic students.
he has read eight times. This is The southeastern province convenjust a glimpse of the complexity tion will be held this year Mav 1-1
of the Brailowsky personality.
at Charleston.

The Central Dance Association and Scabbard and Blade have
announced the dates for the Military Ball, March 27 and 28. The
Clemson Jungaleers will provide the music for the Friday night
formal and Saturday night informal dances.
This year an Honorary Cadet Staff will be chosen. The Honorary Cadet Colonel will be chosen from the dates of cadets holding
the rank of first lieutenant or above.
The remainder of the staff will be chosen at the separate intermission parties of the Executive Sergeants Club, Pershing Rifles,
and Freshman Platoon. The staff to be chosen by the organizations
are Honorary Cadet Master Sergeant, Honorary Cadet Corporal and
Honorary Cadet Private respectively.

* * • *

Senior Platoon
Will Drill In 1954
MardiGras Parade

JUDGES FOR the Honorary Cadet Colonel will be Earle Cocke,
former national commander of the American Legion and /now assistant to the president of Delta Air Lines; Bob Poole, of Radio Station WMRC in Greenville; R. W. Moorman, professor in the School
of Engineering; and T. H. Hendricks, professor in the School of Textiles. One judge has yet to be named.
A table will be set up before intermission at the Friday night
dance for contestants of the remaining staff positions to meet their
judges who' will be chosen locally. The girls will be given a numbered wrist card in order that judges will be able to locate them to
talk and dance with them.
The winners will be announced immediately after intermission,
and will walk under the arch of steel made up of members of the
Executive Sergeants Club. A three-minute fast rifle manual drill
is tentatively scheduled to follow.

The Clemson Senior Platoon has
received an invitation to drill during the 1954 Mardi Gras in New
Orleans, Louisiana. The invitation was extended by Judge
George Janvier, president of the
Mistick Krewe of Comus.
The platoon will march on the
Tuesday night before Ash Wednesday in the parade of the King
of Comus, acting as the king's
honor guard.

ON FRIDAY night Scabbard and Blade will hold 'its annual banquet in the Saber Room of the Clemson House. Earle Cocke will
be the speaker. Governor James F. Byrnes and other state and
college officials are to be invited.
p
The Scabbard and Blade intermission party will be held Fri-j
day night in the Lounge of the Clemson House.
Scabbard and Blade has been working with the CDA in order
to make this year's Military Ball one of the greatest at Clemson.
Work and planning for the dance began over two months ago.
The uniform for the Friday night dance is as follows: seniors—
blouse, white ducks, sash over shoulder; juniors—blouse, white
clucks, sash around waist; sophomores—blouse and white ducks; and
freshmen—blouse and winter trousers.

* * * *

Cozart Attends
Jubilee Meeting

* * *

HE ENJOYS travel, and rightly
so, because he has toured every
continent on the globe. Brailowsky insists on planning all his itineraries—usually the chore of a
harried concert manager—and is
better informed than most travel
agents about train arid boat schedules. His frequent tours of South
America have made him an experienced, air traveler.
His great hobby is collecting
timetable of all countries. His devotion of timetables sprang from
necessity. He was misdirected so
often in his extensive travels that
he decided to be his own travel
agent and developed a fascinating
hobby. He knows far more about
the nlaces he visits than just the
hotel, railroad station, and concert
hall.
He speaks English,.Russian, and
French with equal fluency, since
his wife is Polish, he has learned
some of that language.
During concert tours he is never
without his mascot, a doll which
he bought in Copenhagen, and
which he asserts brings him luck.

Alpha Psi Omega
Will Reactivate
Alpha Psi Omega,vhonorary dramatic fraternity, will be reactivated shortly. Plans are now being made for initiation of boys who
qualify.

Price Is Added
To Dairy Dept.
H. C. Price, a 1950 dairy graduate, is now an instructor with
the dairy department.
Before entering the Army In
1950, he was working with Dr.
Hurst in the dairy laboratory as a
technician. After his discharge in
1952, he 'was appointed assistant
in the dairy department in charge
of official dairy cattle testing of
the South Carolina Experiment
Station.
In June 1952 he married the
former Vilma Price of Batesburg.
Mr. Price has had two brothers
to graduate from Clemson in
Animal Husbandry and another
will enter, on his discharge from
the Air Force.

Mothers Nominations
Deadline Is March 12
Nominations are still being accepted for Clemson's Mother of the
Year by Tiger Brotherhood. The
deadline has been set for March 12.
A short biographical sketch
should accompany each nomination, telling why the nominee
should be selected.
Nominations should be submitted to Phillip Porcher in 2-301.
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Minstrel Show To Be
Sponsored By Lions

THE TIGER—"He Roars for Clemson A & M"

Thursday, March 5, 1953

Collegiate Morals Are
er Than We Think

These Attractions Will Highlight Concert Series
Clemson's 1953-54 Concert
series was announced tonight.
It will include five numbers
instead of the usual six. Highlight of the series will be
"John Brown's Body," the
recitation of Stephen Vincent
Benet's narrative poem. Tyrone Power, Judith Anderson, and Raymond Massey
star in the Charles Laughtondirected production. The New
York Philharmonic will provide one of the world's foremost concert orchestras. Dimitre Mitropoulas is music
director. The Agnes DeMille
Dance Theater will be presented by Agnes DeMille,
who staged the musical "Oklahoma." Luboshutz and Nemenoff offer one of the
world's leading duo - piano
teams, and the Gershwin Festival will present the music
of one of America's bestloved composers.

"On Stage America", a minstrel
show using all home talent, will
be sponsored by the Clemson Lions
Club, at the Clemson-Calhoun
High School Auditorium on Monday and Tuesday nights, March 16
and 17, for the benefit of furthering their sight conservation program.
In addition to being a minstrel
show, ■'"On Stage America" will
give local talent an opportunity
in the amateur contest. There
will be prizes for the top three
' contestants and the winners will be
determined by the vote of the
audience.
There is no age limit—all types
of entertainers, are wanted to add
variety to the show. Anyone^ interested in appearing as a contestant is urged to contact Hoke
Sloan, or any other Lions Club
member.
Helen Smith of Detroit, Michigan, the director, arrived in town
Monday afternoon to take care of
the preliminary work in staging
the performance.

Agnes De Mille Dance Theater

at what hour on a Saturday night
Students Polled On
should a coed be required to get
Drinking, Dating Hours back to ber dorSnitory?
By Associated Collegiate Press
Collegiate morals are higher
than the popular stereotype suggests, as indicated from results of
the ACP National Poll of Student
Opinion.
The vast majority of students
are: (1) Against drinking in dormitories, and (2) Against staying
out too late with their dates. Women are more "strict" about these
matters than men.
Students were asked their opinions on dormitory drinking rules.
Here are the results:
Should be allowed
16%
Should not be allowed
75%
No opinion —
6%
Others
3tt
Only 12 per cent of the women
are for dormitory drinking; 82 per
cent are against it. "I don't believe in drinking; period," exclaims
a sophomore coed from Geneva
College, Pa.
A freshman in Engineering at
Southeastern Missouri State College thinks dormitory drinking
should be allowed, because it
"would keep them out of trouble
in taverns."

*

*

#■

MANY OF the students are careful to qualify their answers with
an "except on special occasions,"
or "unless there's a big dance."
A sophomore in Education at
MacMurraiy College for Women,
Jacksonville, 111., thinks "it depends a lot on the size of the town
and what there is for the students
to do."
But a male junior at the University of the South, Sewanee,
* ■' *
*
Tenn., is more specific. "After 2
AND A BUSINESS student at a. m.," he says, "way after."
Richmond Professional Institute,
Va., declares, "The more restricDefinition of a taxpayer: A pertions that are imposed, the more son who has the government on
people will want to break them. his payroll. — Southern Textile
College students should be treated News.
like adults."
PICTURES AT
One a. m. appears to be the most
popular hour for getting a girl
trim
back to her dormitory after a Saturday night date, with 2 a. m. be"ON THE CAMPUS"
ing a not very close secoad. Students were asked: In your opinion,
Fri., Mar. 6th & Sat, Mar. 7
"THE STABS ABE SINGING"
Oconee Office Supply
Starring Rosemary Clooney, and
Lauritz Melchoir
OFFICE - SCHOOL - CHURCH
SUPPLIES
Mar. 6. "SHOWBOAT"
Business Machines Sales and
Starring Kathryn Grayson, and
Service — Seneca, S. C.
Howard Keel.

Luboshutz and Nemenoff

CLIMATE and TUBERCULOSIS
Not so long ago people thought
a change of climate was just the
thing they needed to fight off tuberculosis. Even today, some
people with active tuberculosis
leave their homes for the warm,
dry air of the Southwest. They
hope they will find a magic cure
In the air or in the heat of the
desert sun. But they won't.
This belief is one of the lingering superstitions about tuberculosis, like the misconception
that TB is inherited or "runs in
the family." It isn't inherited.
You aren't born with tuberculosis. TB is an infectious disease
spread from person to person,
from the sick to the well.
It
sometimes seems to run in fami
lies because one member of the
family passes his germs to another.
,
It is true that TB germstubercle facilli—may be killed by
direct exposure to the rays of
the sun. But germs inside the
lungs are not killed by sunshine
on the surface of the body.
In
some forms of TB, such as tuberculosis of the bones and joints,
the sun can be helpful. But in
tuberculosis of the lungs, the sun
can be harmful. Sun bathing is
not recommended for pulmonary
tuberculosis patients.
There are other good reasons
for not following the will-o'-thewisp of the sun or the mountains
in connection with treatment for
tuberculosis.
The process of recovering from
tuberculosis, under the best conditions, is a long, difficult one.
It helps to be in a hospital near
your home, since you can see
your family and friends while
you are under treatment.
Time and money are both inv
portant factor in recovery from
TB. The sooner you can enter a
tuberculosis hospital the quicker
your recovery is likely to be. A
long hospital Stay costs more
money than most people can afford, but every state and many
large communities have tuberculosis hospitals supported entire1 or principally by tax funds.
Since you must be a legal resident
The public is invited to an autoof a state to enter a state TB hospital, it is obvious that moving graph tea honoring Mrs. Pearl S.
to another state when you are McFall, author of "So Lives the
ill will not help. Legal residence Dream", Thursday, March 12, in
requirements vary from state to the Lounge of the Clemson House.
state, and in parts of the South- The hours for the tea are frdm 4:00
west run as high as three years. to 5:30 in the afternoon.
Mrs. McFall studied journalism
Why run the risk of being stranded far from home with a serious at Columbia University and has
Illness? If you have tuberculo- written many historical articles,
sis, the best advice is to enter pageants, and some fiction. She is
a sanatorium in your own state. a member of the American Historical Society.
"So Lives the Dream" is a comprehensive short-history of the upper corner of the state from 1790.
It gives the development of
churches, schools, and newspapers
and the establishment of ClemThe Executive Sergeant's Club son College.
held a meeting Monday, February
Mrs. McFall spent a year and a
23. Plant were discussed for the half in research at Clemson and
Military Ball. Among some of the Pendleton collecting authentic maprojects decided upon were the terial for the book from private
choosing of a queen to be Honorary sources and from the files of the
Executive Sergeant, and a drill to Clemson Library.
be held during intermission.
The Scabbard and Blade, Cleve
Hudson, Captain, invited the Executive Sergeant's Club to attend
a banquet at the Military Ball.
Dr. H. A. Gleasor, recently retired head curator of the New
York Botanical Gardens, showed
and explained a color film of the
New York Botanical Gardens
A group of Limestone College Friday, February 27, in Long Hall.
students, under the direction Of
He was formerly on the staff of
Miss Louise Martin, will present the botany department of the Unithe YMCA vesper program this versity of Illinois and the UniSunday, March 8.
versity of Michigan, past presiLast Sunday a group from An- dent of the Botanical Society of
derson College presented the pro- America, and of the American Sogram. A delegation from Con- ciety of Plant Taxonamists.
verse College is expected to have
Dr. Gleasor is the author of "The
charge of the Sunday night pro- New Brittan and Brown Illustrated
gram on March 22.
Flora of the Northeastern United
States and Adjacent Canada."
He is from Greenwich, ConnectiSoftball Season Begins
cut and is here on vacation.
Softball season is not far away
now. The season begins March
Sizes often are deceiving. Some16, immediately after the basket- times a woman's thumb has a man
ball tournament.
under it.

The answers:
By midnight or before
14%
By 1 a. m. ...
45%
By 2 a. m.
24%
After 2 a. m
8%
No opinion
4%
Others
5%
With the men, 2 a. m. is just as
popular an hour at 1 a. m., both
choices getting 33 per cent of the
male vote. But the girls are 54 per
cent in favor of 1 a. m. and only
17 per cent in favor of 2 a. m.
Another 17 per cent of the girls
would just as soon be returned to
their dormitories by midnight or
before; eleven per cent of the men
feel the same way about it.

CLEMSON T

EXPERT
WATCH REPAIR
Three to Four Day Service

Jewelry
Elgin

Hamilton
Watches

SENECA
JEWELERS

John Brown's Body

Seneca, S. C.

Gershwin Festival

Mar. 7 "SPRINGFIELD RIFLEE"
Gary Cooper - Phyllis Thaxter
Mar. 9 "SOUND OFF'
Mickey Rooney - Ann James
Mar. 10 'Battles of Chief Pontiac'
Helen Wesclock, Lex Barker
Mar. 11 'THE GAY INTRUDER'
John Emery
Mar. 12 "ST. BENNY THE DIP"
' Dick Haymes - Nina Foch
Mar. 13 'THE IRON MISTRESS'
Alan Ladd - Virginia Mayo
OTHER PICTURES COMING:
"Man in the Saddle" "April In
Paris" - "Confidentially Connie"
"Dreamboat"'— "Rogue River"~
■"The Tall Texan".

New York Philharmonic

Mrs. McFall To Be
Honored At Tea

Executive Sergeants
Club Discuss Projects

and LUCKIES
TASTE BETTER!
Cleaner,. Fresher, Smoother!

wft

"Just think! You wasted all that
good oil!"

Gleason Explains
Botanical Film

Limestone Group
To Give Vespers

THE ANDERSON HARDWARE COMPANY

Ask yourself this question: Why do I smoke?
You know, yourself, you smoke for enjoyment
And you get enjoyment only from the taste of a
cigarette.
Luckies taste better—cleaner, fresher, smoother!
Why? Luckies are made better to taste better. And,
what's more, Luckies are made of fine tobacco.
L.S./M.F.T.- Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco.
So, for the thing you want most in a cigarette ...
for better taste—for the cleaner, fresher, smoother
taste of Lucky Strike...

Duquesn* univc ^*

Be Happy-CO LUCKY!

East Whitner Street, Anderson, S. C.
.

L

«* tr.e Registrar-

HEYWARD MAHON CO.

Where's your jingle?

—Greenville—

QUALITY CLOTHING FOR
YOUNG MEN
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville

©A.T.Co.

AMERICA'J LEADING MANUFACTURER Or CIGARETTES

It's easier than you think to
make $25 by writing a Lucky
Strike jingle like those you see
in this ad. Yes, we need jingles
—and we pay $25 for every one
we use! So send as many as you
like to: Happy-Qo-Lucky, P. O.
Box 67, New York 46, N. Y.

^.
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Research Committee To
See Textile School

PageS

Clemson College's Fields Present Points Of
Historical Interest; Named For Former Workers

The Research Committee of the American Cotton Manufacturing Institute, Inc., is meeting at Clemson today and
tomorrow. Walter Regenery, president of Joanna Cotton
Mills Company, Joanna, is chairman of the committee.

John Patrick

I

Next is _ the Harper Field, long toms, the two middle fields which Jim Fruster, employed by Thomas
contain about eighty-two acres, G. Clemson to build his fires, used
were named for Professors J. S. to speak of Indians roaming the
Newman and W. L. McGee. Pro- river banks when he was a small
fessor Newman, father of Pro- boy. Another historic point confessor C. C. Newman, was one of cerning this bottom land is the fact
Clemson's original faculty mem- that a flat landing was located on
bers and an early agricultural its banks. Before the bridge was
leader in the state. He controlled built, all traffic across the river
all farm and agricultural work had to pass over at this point.
from 1891-1906 with the exception
All of this land, excepting the
of three years during which Mr. Clemson Bottoms belonged at one
McGee held the job.
time to Mr. James Lewis, a promProfessor McGee was director of inent land owner of the Piedmont
the farm from 1894-1897 when he region whose house used to stand
met his death in an accident. While .near the old water reservoir. Along
demonstrating the use of a corn with another field of about thirtyshredder to a class, a gust of wind five acres located just beyond the
blew his tie into the machine. Be- Harper Field, this land was bought
The two fields on the left and j fore his students could release him from Mr. Lewis by the College
right flanks, the Perkins and Bar- i from the shredder, he had been about 1911.
row Bottoms respectively, were fatally injured. Despite his short
A study of the development of
named for Mr. D. N. Barrow, Di- residence at Clemson, Professor this land will show that it very
rector of the Agricultural Depart- McGee was held in high esteem by closely parallels the progress of the
ment from 1908-1909, and Mr. W. his associates.
nation from the time when In* * *
R. Perkins who took over Mr. Bardians roamed the land through the
row's job and held it until his
ALL OF THIS land was located mule-and-walking plow era to the
resignation in 1911. >
near the site of the Cherokee In- present modern mechanized farmThe Newman and McGee Bot- dian village of Keowee. "Uncle" ing.

Unknown to all but a few of'*3"10113 in' this area for its 'abun"
the older people of the college dance of arrowheads. The windthe fields which comprise the col-imlU on the edge of the^eW makes
lege farm contain a great deal of location easy for some distance
history, both as to their location This field, comprising about twenand their names. These fields, lo- ty-two acres, was named for Mr.
cated just to the southwest of the J. N. Harper, professor of agronfarm barn, were named by the omy and superintendent of all
late Professor C. C. Newman, farm work from 1905-1916. Mr.
Clemson horticulturist and then Harper left Clemson in 1916 to besuperintendent of the college farm. come Director of the National Fertilizer Association.
Together totaling some two hunJust below the Harper Field
dred and sixty acres, this land is
used currently to produce feed and to the south of Fort Rutledge
for livestock owned by the South lies a large tract of bottom land.
This bottom has been broken up
Carolina Experiment Station.
into four fields.
* * *

The members of this committee
will review the work of the Institute's Division of Technical
Service which is located in the
J. E. Sirrine Textile Building on
the Clemson College campus, and
inspect the Division's cotton fiber
testing laboratory there.
This group will also have an opLOVE
L. SIBLEY
portunity to see the School of Textiles and hear Dr. Hugh M. Brown,
Travel & Study, Inc., of 110 dean of the school, explain some
of the new textile machinery deEast 57th Street, New York City,.
»,.i,i„v,
„,. ,. year organizes
„ •
• I velopments
perfected at Clemson
Which every
a series
...
NEAREST TO the farm barn is
and the research projects underof tours for students and prothe Clemson Bottom. This tract
way.
fessional people to bring them into
of land is named for Thomas G.
touch with their opposite numbers
| Clemson, its former owner, and
IN ADDITION to these activities
abroad, has just announced its
| contains about eighty-seven acres.
| the visitors have been invited by
program for 1953.
j This bottom, as do the other bot! John M. Cook, who is in charge
Foreign Assignment for students j
W. A. L. Sibley and Franklin Sadler Love, president! toms mentioned, borders the Senof the United States Department
of journalism and current affairs
and secretary-treasurer respectively of the American Cot- eca River. Since this land is very
■will be directed in 1953 by Dr. of Agriculture's Cotton Fiber and
Spinning Research Laboratories, to ton Manufacturers Institute, Inc., will receive honorary de- fertile, it easily compensates for
Ralph O. Nafziger, Director of the
the one crop in seven lost by flood.
see first-hand some of the work
School of Journalism, niversity of
grees of membership in Phi Psi, national textile fraternity,
being
done
in
this
modern
govWisconsin.
ernment laboratory. A dinner has here.
The experience of the past few been arranged for the members
The degrees will be awarded by
years shows a growing aware- of the committee at the Clemson
the Grand Council of Phi Psi
ness on the part of the free gov- House for Thursday evening at 7
through the Iota chapter of the
ernments of Europe of the im- o'clock.
fraternity at Clemson. The cereportance of such direct contacts.
mony will take place in the Iota
The Division of Technical SerSeminars for the students are vice was established at Clemson
chapter room in the Sirrine Texconducted by prominent European in 1941 under the Cotton Textile
tile Building at 8 o'clock. All Phi
statesmen, and personalities such Institute and was taken over by
Psi alumni in the area are invited
as Spaak and Monnet, representing the American Cotton Manufacturto attend.
* * *
the unified Europe of tomorrow, ers Institute, Inc. in 1949.
are encouraging this current of
A
NATIVE
of Milledgeville, Ga.,
Wilth John T. Wigington as diprivate intellectual exchange.
Sibley is vice-president and genrector and Helen G. Beasley as
Many problems affecting cotton eral manager of the Monarch Mills
National and international instifiber, technologist, it operates a production in 1953 were discussed [ "union."° He Vttended'the u7s
tutions open their doors wide to
n
modern cotton fiber testing labo- at the spring meeting of the South
the participants of the tour, who,
Naval Academy and graduated
ratory for training mill laboratory Carolina State Cotton Committhrough their studies at the Sortechnicians in all the techniques tee held at the Jefferson Hotel, from Georgia Tech in textile enbonne and visits such as'those to
gineering.
of cotton fiber testing.
Columbia today.
SHAPE, the United Nations EuroHe started his textile career with
A
cotton
fiber
testing
service
is
Representatives of the various the Whitney Manufacturing Compean Headquarters, and the International Press Institute, have also offered to member mills of county cotton committees, farm pany in Spartanburg. He was
occasion to gather a wealth of di- ACMI and other interested groups and commercial organizations, and general manager of the Ware
rect background knowledge on in the industry on a fee basis. The others concerned with cotton pro- Shoals Manufacturing Company
director of the division and his as- duction in the state attended.
current European affairs.
before going with Monarch Mille
sociates assist textile plants with
The meeting began at 10:30 and eleven years ago. their
technical
problems
and
enIN AN ENTIRELY different
extended throughout the day.
Sibley has a wide range of civic
field—Fashion—Travel & Study's deavor to keep them informed as Robert R. Coker, president, Coker's
and religious interests including
tours have for the past four years to the latest developments in the Pedigreed Seed Company, Harts- membership on the board of dibeen hailed as an invaluable, be- field of cotton research through ville, and J. F. McLaurin, presirectors of Columbia Theological
hind the scenes introduction to the the publication of technical bulle- dent, National Cotton Ginners Seminary and the J. E. Sirrine
European fount of inspiration and j tins and the holding of meetings Association, Bennettsville, were Textile Foundation and on the
WINTHROP CHOIR TO TOUR STATE—Concerts by the WinthFashion
creation. This year's for the discussion of research speakers on the morning program.
rop College choir will be presented throughout the state in early
executive committee of Region Six
findings.
workshop centers on Italy, EngMr. Coker and Mr. McLaurin of the Boy Scouts of America.
March. The group will tour the lower part of the state March
V, *
♦ .*
land and France.
* * *
attended the recent nation-wide
1-5; a second tour March 8-11 will carry the singers to the PiedMEMBERS
OF
the
American
Last year after a lecture to
mont section. Members of the choir are, left to right: Front
cotton industry conference in
LOVE IS a native of Rock Hill
Cotton
Manufacturers
Institute,
row—Harriett Powell, Abbeville; Louise Lucas, Dillon; Virginia
this group, Alex Maguy stated
Washington on invitation from and was graduated from PresbyInc.
Research
Committee
in
addiHawthorne, Anderson; Myrtle Hammond, Modoc; Edna Thompjokingly: "We are training comSecretary of Agriculture Benson. terian College. He has been in
tion
to
Mr.
Regnery
are:
H.
D.
son, Wellford; Billie Faye Hamilton, Conway; Mary Anne Unger,
petitors, but I guess that a little
Mr.
Coker
discussed
the
outlook
textile
trade
association
work
all
Saluda; Neutrice Rush, Greenwood; Patricia Reinhardt, Rock
competition will be good for la Corkum, The American Thread for American cotton in 1953, and
of the time since his graduation
Hill; and Virginia Whitmire, Pickens; second row—Ernestine
Co., Inc.,
Willimantic, Conn.;
Haute Couture".
Mr.
McLaurin
the
cotton
acreage
except for four years in military
Stabler, St. Matthews; Joe Ann Collins, Chester; Patsy Mosley,
Harry Defore, Deering-Milliken
This year's innovation is the
Service Group, Union, S. C; L. K. allotment policies for 1954 and service during World War II.
Gaffney; Barbara Ford, Clover; Mrs. Esther Coulange of the
Junior Tour, a specially designed
Fitzgerald, Dan River Mills, Inc., cotton seed marketing problems,
Love was first connected with
Winthrop music faculty; Miss Katherine Pfohl, ^director of the
first class tour for young people Danville, Va.; Carlyle Harmon, and Dr. M. D. Farrar, entomologist, the Cotton Manufacturers Assochoir; Anne Broyles, Davidson, N. C; Mina Sue Laye, West
between the ages of 16 and 18. C h i c o p e e Manufacturing Co., State Crop Pest Commission,
ciation of South Carolina, and then
Union; Barbara Shaw, Marion; Valeria Raye, West Union; and
The program concentrates on Shawmut, Ala.; V. B. Holland, Clemson, discussed the pink boll
with the American Cotton ManuFrench language and civilization
worm
threat.
Cannon Mills Co., Kannapolis, N.
facturers Association before his
and the group wjll be under the
A feature of the morning pro- present job with the American
C; G. K. Lake, Burlington Mills
personal supervision of Mme.
Corps., New York; W. R. Marsden, gram was a panel discussion on Cotton Manufacturers Institute,
Jeanne Romillat Ernst of the Bibb Manufacturing Co., Macon, meeting cotton production probthe over-all trade association
Dalton School, New York.
Ga.; R. H. Tuttle, Fieldcrest Mills, lems in 1953 with'Hugh A. Woodle, which represents the textile inOther tours include: Art, Thea- Spray, N. C; R. D. Wells, Bates leader, Clemson Extension Agron- dustry on a national level. His
ter, Music, with visits to the ma- Manufacturing Co., Lewiston, Me.; omy Work, as chairman. Among headquarters are in Charlotte, N.
On Thursday, February 26, Mr.
jor Arts Festivals in Europe; East and C. H. Williams, Swift Manu- those taking part on the panel C.
and Mrs. P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr.,
& West—a study of the rise of facturing Co., Columbus, Ga.
were L. M. Sparks, G. H. Stewentertained the officers of the
Western civilization taking in Engart, W. C. Nettles, and S. A.
The only man worse than a quitThe Rev. Karl Kinard, president YMCA, the nominees for the ofland, France, Italy, Greece, TurWilliams of the Clemson Exten- ter is the man who is afraid to be- of the South Carolina Lutheran fices of the 'Y', and presidents of
sion Service; R. H. Garrison, Seed gin,
key, the ebanon, Syria, Jordan,
i
Synod, delivered the sermon at the the YMCA Councils with an inCertification Service, Clemson; L.
Egypt and Israel; a Northern Tour
regular church service of the formal get-together at their home.
C. Fife, Pee Dee Experiment Sta- include Dr. W. B. Albert, South Clemson Lutheran Church, Sunfeaturing the 700th Anniversary
The group discussed the work
of Stockholm and special low-cost
tion, Florence; George B. Nutt, Carolina Experiment Station; M. C. day, February 22. This was his of the 'Y' and ways in which the
South Carolina Experiment Sta- McKenzie, Clemson Extension Sertours for students of art and archifirst visit to the local congregation officers, caibnet members and
tecture at the University of Rome
members of the various councils
Demi McClure's speech on "New tion, Clemson; Dr. Winston S. vice; M. R. Powers, Bennettsville; since its organization.
mi<?ht co-operate to make the
and for political science and eco- Horizons For Cereamics" won first Neeley, Coker's Pedigreed Seed and James H. Arnette, Coker's
Last night a short fellowship work of the TF of more service to
nomics at the University of Paris. place in the Student Branch of the Company, Hartsville; William P. Pedigreed Seed Company, Hartswas held for the students before a larger number oi students.
American Ceramic Society Speech Crown, Carolina Chemicals Com- ville.
The group also discussed future
Contest Tuesday, February 17. The pany, H. S. Johnson, Farm Credit
D. W. Watkins, director, Clem- the regular Wednesday night serfirst prize is $75 toward a round Administration, and E. R. Alexan- son Extension Service, and chair- vice. These pre-service fellow- plans for the 'Y' and some immetrip ticket to the Student Branch der, State Bankers Association, Co- man of the state cotton committee, ships will be held for the re- diate program needs concerning
mainder of the Lenten season.
the 'Y'.
of the American Ceramic Society lumbia.
presided.
The principal feature on the afDr. Miguel Sandoval, a repre- Speaking Contest to be held in
ternoon program was a panel
sentative of the government of El New York City on April 27.
Ceramic
engineering majors discussion on chemical weed conSalvador, is studying artificial insemination in dairy cattle at Clem- from all over the country will be trol in 1953 with Mr. Nettles as
son. He is in this country obtain- present at this national meeting. • chairman. Others on the panel
ing methods of improving the artificial insemination system in his
country.
Before coming to Clemson Dr.
Sandoval studied methods at the
University of Maryland for two
weeks, and from Clemson he will
go to Louisiana State University
for further study. He came to the
United States under the Mutual
Security Agency of the Point Four
Program.
Dr. Sandoval was educated in
Argentina, receiving his doctor's
degree in veterinary medicine from
La Plata University. He has
worked for the El Salvador, government for two years.
This is Dr. Sandoval's first visit
to this country.

TRAVEL. STUDY Ml
'53

Love, Sibley Be
Honored Tonight

BY COMMITTEE

Nancy Mackie, Granite Falls, N. C; third row—Martha Dixon,
Loris; Mariyn Norris, Conway; Mary Anne Friday, Dallas, N.
C; Marian Berry, St. George; Shirley Beeson, Marion; Josephine
Haddad, Chester; Grace Shepard, Greenville; Mary Catherine
Cubbage, Sumter; and Betsy Putnam, Orangeburg; fourth rowCarolyn Tarrant, Clemson; Genevieve Williams, Greenville;
Ernestine Player, Bishopville; Elizabeth Love, Blacksburg; Ann
Lewis, Charleston; Kate Bennett, Cheraw; Elizabeth , Glenn,
Clemson; Gloria Strawn, Ninety Six; Joline Rast, Swansea; Dorothy Hunt, Naval Base, and Laura Ann Ellington, Latta; fifth
row—Nancy Hunter, Clemson; Frances Plowden, Sumter; Ernestine Wyndham, Moncks Corner; Elizabeth Ulmer, Sumter;
Nancy James, Darlington; Barbara Summers, Cameron; Rebecca
Salley, Orangeburg; Mary Sue McMillan, Allendale; Jeanne
Watson, Durham, N. C; and Martha Anne Stewart, Rock HilL
(Winthrop News Service Photo).
dairy marketing research.

Work

1953-54 centers around "ecoRev. Kinard Delivers Holtzendorfis Give Miles Attends Dairy for
nomies of scale" and deals particularly with increasing efficienand lowering costs in milk
Sermon At Lutheran T Group Party
Marketing Meeting cies
marketing.
Dr. J. T. Miles, assistant agriRepresentatives from eight Soucultural economist, recently at- thern states attended the meeting.
Church Services Here
tended a meeting of the Southern

McClure Wins Prize
!n Speech (onlest

Sandoval Studies
Improved Breeds

Funchess, (lemson
Graduate, Dies
M. J. Funchess, dean emeritis of
the School of Agriculture at Alabama Polytechnic Institute, died
after a heart attack February 19.
He was 68.
Funchess also was director of
the Agricultural Experiment Station at Auburn when he retired
December 31, 1950.
Born on a cotton farm near
Orangeburg, S. C April 9, 1884,
Funchess came to API as an instructor in 1909, a year after receiving a bachelor's degree in
agriculture from Clemson College.
He received a master's degree
from API in 1911, and was made
an associate professor in 1913, full
professor in 1915 and head of the
Department of Agronomy in 1921.
He served as dean of the School;
of Agriculture and director of thej
Experiment Station from Jan. 1,1
1924, until his retirement.

Regional Dairy Marketing Research Technical Committee in If a man is right—he can't be too
radical
Jackson, Mississippi.
The purpose of the meeting If a man is wrong—he can't be
was to make long range plans for
too conservative.

STONE BROTHERS
108 North Main Street
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN
YOUNG MEN AND STUDENTS
South Carolina
Greenville

THERE MUST BE A REASON WHY Camel is
America's most popular cigarette—leading
all other brands by billions! Camels have
the two things smokers want most—rich,
full flavor and cool, cool mildness...pack
after pack! Try Camels for 30 days and see
how mild, how flavorful, how thoroughly
enjoyable they are as your steady smoke!

Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Roark, longtime residents of Clemson, recently celebrated their golden wedding anniversary. The family held
a dinner at the Clemson House, after which Mr. and Mrs. Roark
received their friends at a reception in the Lounge. (Photo by
Jack Trimmier).

BILL MARTIN HEATING COMPANY
Heating and Air Conditioning
408 N. MAIN STREET
ANDERSON, S. C.

MORE PEOPLE SMOKE CAMELS *an any other cigarette!
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Abandon Holidays
And Raise Averages

TALK OF THE TOWN

Good Music, Phys. Ed. Course
Would Improve Clemson Greatly

»T the present time, scholarship at Clemson is on the de** cline. College officials are justifiably concerned with
this lack of learning, because within the next few years,
seniors will be required to have a grade point ratio of 2.0
(under the new system) or better in order to be eligible for
graduation.

By Harold Owen

MUSIC LAST WEEK
Clemson students had the chance last
week to run the gauntlet of music, so to
speak, with programs presented by two
very different types of orchestras. But
strangely enough, even the student with
average musical inclinations could readily
enjoy both presentations.

A second step, taken by the students and expected to
be approved by the administration, is the revision of the
schedule of club meetings. Now, the council of club presidents Will have some control over the clubs. This in itself
would be reason enough for the move. However, reducing
to nil the number of clubs meeting after long roll—this was
one of the chief motives of the project—should also have
its effect on the scholarship at Clemson.
In keeping with the attempt to raise the standards of
the school, a group of professors have suggested what we
consider another forward step. They feel that part of first
semester's holidays should be abandoned, thereby giving
more continuity to the semester and giving the students a
better chance to study without the excitement which prevails before and after holidays.
For many years, Clemson students were not given
Thanksgiving Day as a holiday. Then, perhaps through
parental pressure, Thanksgiving Day was declared a holiday, and eventually holidays to include the entire weekend were allowed.
Perhaps it would be a good idea to do away with
Thanksgiving holidays completely, reverting to conditions
which prevailed in the past. I am sure that most of the
parents of Clemson students would like to have their sons
home for these holidays.
By Alan
However, I am also sure that even more of the parents would rather have their sons make good scholastic THE GREAT CURFEW
records at Clemson. If cutting out these holidays would
It seems that dear old Tom Clemmons is
help bring up the academic level of Clemson, and the reas- worried about his graduating seniors again.
oning behind the idea seems logical, why can not such a Nearly 50 percent of the seniors would not
plan be carried out?
graduate in June if they were under the
new grade point system. The college ofPlanning should be begun immediately!
We realize that some persons are going to suggest that ficials in some way attribute this startling
State Fair holidays be eliminated also, or instead of Thanks- number of prospective flunks to late-hour
giving. The ideal situation would be the removal of the club meetings. So, the Council of Club
Big Thursday game to Saturday, thereby necessitating but Presidents has decided that no campus
a half-day holiday. However, because of political pres- club meetings will be held longer than 8:30
sures, this is near impossible. Until this situation is reme- at night.
died, we should work toward the elimination of ThanksANYTHING GOES
giving holidays.
This semester's Oscar is up to the usual
tricks of stepping on everyone's toes. This
peculiar situation has a way of reversing
itself at the end of each semester. Look
at DAVE MOREHEAD.
.

Colonel, Teeth, Sots, Curfew
Figure In Unimportant News

NEXT year's Concert Series, announced tonight, promises
to be one of the best ever presented at Clemson. The
five programs are all top-flight entertainment.
Particularly outstanding among the coming attractions is the dramatization of "John Brown's Body," which
has been called "the greatest entertainment on the American stage today."
Charles Laughton's experiment with
"Don Juan in Hell" proved to be so successful last year
that he is now presenting Raymond Massey, Tyrone Power,
and Judith Anderson in his "new concert entertainment."
With three great actors and sound effects provided by
a chorus under the direction of Walter Schumann, "John
Brown's Body" is sure to be one of the most outstanding
performances ever presented here.
Also to be presented are the New York Philharmonic
Orchestra, the Agnes de Mille Ballet, Luboshutz and Nemenoff, and the Gershwin Festival. In these we have one
of the most outstanding orchestras of today, a new type
ballet, a world-famous duo-piano team, and soloists, orchestra and chorus presenting Gershwin's music.
Clemson is not a backwoods cow college. Our concerts compare favorably with those of almost any other
college. We are justly proud.

KNOW SOUTH CAROLINA
By GEORGE MocNABB
CHNF Of PUflUC RRATIONS
fg% SOUTH CAROLINA RfSfARCH, PUNNiNG AND DEVELOPMENT BOARD

LOOKING WAY BACK
The following articles were printed in a
1943 Tiger. I found these articles particularly interesting so I thought that I would
pass them on in the hopes that someone
else would find them interesting.
"LOCAL DRUNKARDS TAP FIVE KEGS"
Rho Dammit Rho, local honorary moonshiner's society, this week tapped five outstanding junior sots to membership, announced Lilton MeRoy, Master Tippler.
The new members are: Teddy-Bare Smith
of Great Falls! Henry-Penny Grimball of
Pottsdam; Herkimer Dog Wright of Sinnica; Gus Albergotti o fBlackbottom and
Wild Bill Camp of Alcatraz, California. Informal initiation will, begin this very day.
Although the TIGER is sponsing an antibrutality campaign, these boys will be deprived of alcohol for the horrible time of
24 hours.
"SUNDAY BREAKFAST NOW
COMPULSORY; THANKS GARDINER"
Adding to his already famous career,
Colonel W. W. "Victory" Gardiner increased his prestige in the eyes of the cadet corps
by initiating the current "go to breakfast"
campaign. By his inimitable foresightedness, he carefully deduced the plans for
enacting this advantageous campaign. Compelled by the clamorous demands from
many cadets, Colonel Gardiner lost no time
in making preparations to initiate the new
system. In doing so, he has gained the updying affection and admiration of the entire cadet corp, who will greatly appre-

Cannon
ciate being called to arise in the wee hours
of the morning.
Immediately following the announcement that the plan was to be inaugurated,
students massed outside the colonel's door
to demand that reville be moved up to
five-thirty on Sunday morning. The Colonel is working feverishly to find a solution to the problem.
i
;
It is also rumored that Gardiner is trying
to find some sort of formation for the troops
to have between Taps and Reville.
"COACH STONE SAYS TRACK
TEAM TOO ENERGETIC"
Stone Norman's boys have suddenly become too energetic. Last week an order
was put in for a few parachutes so that
the pole-valters can solo down after their
flying leap. This seems to have the polevault problem solved, but the dash men are
too fast to be clocked. Only one solution
has been found to solve this problem, says
Coach No-Man. The dash men from now
on will be required to carry a shot-put in
each hand while running. This may prove
satisfactory."
You can stop sweating now. This was
an April 1 (APRIL FOOL) issue. Almost
the entire paper was composed of such columns.
MORE ADVICE
So many people have complimented me
on the advice I handed out last week that
I have decided to make it a weekly feature.
This week I have chosen a subject that is
close to everyone—how to keep your teeth
clean.
Most dentists agree that brushing toothies once a day is sufficient. This is true,
but we always have a few overly energetic
people that insist on brushing teeth twice a
day. Nbw if you wear falsies, your problem is considerably facilitated. You just
throw them in a glass of water and forget
them.
I've managed to mix up a chemical solution, if used correctly, necessitates brushing teeth only twice a year. (I've got the
cutest little green ones.) However, it may
be used as often as you like. Just mix a
quart of bourbon with a twist of lemon and
add just a dash of soda. Take a mouthful
and swish it around, then swallow it. Good,
isn't it! Well, who wants teeth anyway.
NOTES ON ICE BREAKING AT A PARTY
(stolen from Ogden Nash)
Candy is dandy, but liquor is quicker,
nite scouts

Gags From Other College Rags
By Rembert Stokes
"What makes people walk
their sleep?"
"Twin beds."
Organized in 1815, one of Hw olde»t organization! of its land in America, the Society k
often referred to as "the mother of Qemson College."

mately developed after his death
and through his beneficence into
Clemson College. A college that has
more students taking the full agricultural course than any institution
in America.
One of the oldest7members was
not far wrong when he remarked
that, "the Pendleton Farmers Society is the mother of Clemson
Agricultural College". This Society
owns its own handsome colonial
hall in the center of Pendleton;
erected in the early part of the last
century.

loving room last night, and—"
m Mother: "That's living, dear."
Daughter: "You're telling me."

Many girls have been taken in
when they thought they were just
being taken out

PENDLETON FARMERS SOCIETY, Pendlefon
The Pendleton Farmers Society
holds an important position in the
history of the State and in the history of the United State*. It1 is one
of the oldest organization* of its
kind in America and is in fact as
well as in name a farmers' society.
Its organization dates back to 1815.
On its membership rolls are the
names of John C. Calhoun and
Thomas G. Clemson. In a paper
read by Mr. Clemson in 1867 the
advantages of the establishment of
a college such as Clemson College
Ten strongly set forth and ulti-

arranged as a three hour lab or an hour
each day for three days.

CLEMSON HAD GOOD

The administration has already taken certain steps to
give the students ample opportunity to study. Study halls
have been established in the various technical schools, providing the students with needed specialized data. Surely,
this is a step in the right direction, the result of which will
soon be felt.

Present Concert Series
One Of Best Ever
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He (over the phone):
Honey, how are you?"
She: "All right, but lonely;
He: "Good and lonely?"
She: "No, just lonely."
He "I'll be right over."

"Do you neck?"
"That's my business."
"Ah, at last, a professional!"

Makes husbands
Out. of single men.
A chiropractor is a guy who
gets pail for doing what an ordinary guy would get slapped for.

Some of the new cars have
Ash tray: Where you put your scarcely enough clearance to pass
"Hi, ashes when there is no floor.
over a pedestrian.

A learner's There was once a spinsterish
prude
Who dreaded to bathe in the
nude;
Young newspaperman: "Do you
A bath in the dark
think
I
should
put
more
fire
into
Junior: "I'm forgetting woStill made her feel stark,
my editorials?"
men"
So she had her whole body
"No,"
said
the
editor.
"Vice
Senior: "Me, too. Vm for gettatooed.
versa."
ting two or three and having a
party."
Sweet Adeline is the bottle
A little flattery
Daughter: "I took Jane into the
hymn of the republic.
Now and then
Engagement ring:
permit.

As for the instructors, they could easily
come from students. For instance, a basketball player could teach a class in the
basic principles of basketball, a tennis
player could teach a class in tennis, and
so on.

The greatest difficulty lies in finding a
place to hold the classes if a great number
of students showed any interest in the
course. But finding a place is not an imThe Philadelphia Orchestra gave one of. possibility.
the most enjoyable concerts given this year
at Clemson. Their program was well-arPossibly this is not the time to start such
ranged and well-presented.
a program, but I do think that this is one
of the greatest needs of the students here
But probably the most enjoyable con- at school and the idea definitely has its
cert was the one put on by the musician's merits. It should be kept in mind and besociety here. Judging solely from applause gun at the first opportune time.
I would say that few programs have been
AMERICAN COLLEGES
so well received by Clemson students.
I don't know how many of the students
I hope that the local musicians around here have real Louis Bromfield's "The
here will take notice of their reception and Shame of Our Colleges", in one of the latgive more freely of their talents in the fuest editions of Esquire, but the article
ture. At least two concerts of this type seems to have stirred up the wrath and induring the year would greatly please the
dignation of most of the people who are
students. A Jam Session is an excellent
connected with the collegiate education
place for both students and musicians to system in this, country.
really enjoy themselves and let off a little
Undoubtedly Mr. Brofmield doesn't have
steam.
too much regard for colleges in general
judging from some of his remarks in the
article.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION COURSE
Since I have been at Clemson the one
thing that seems to me that has been lacking here is some sort of organized physical
education course for the students. I don't
see how anyone could be opposed to such
a course for most of the students here at
school don't get enough exercise.
The instigation of a course of this type
undoubtedly has many drawbacks such as
a proper time, a suitable place, and the acquisition of instructors.
But it seems to me that something could
be worked out. The time could either be

/or instance, he says that the majority of
students go to college for trivial reasons
and make passing marks only because "their
parents nag them or their teachers scare
them."
He says that college graduates of today
cannot speak or write grammatical English
and he pictures the average professors as
ready tools of Communism due to their
degraded state of existence.
This article may be worth reading to
see if any of the points put forth by Mr.
Bromfield fit Clemson College.

Joni James Has Another Hit, 'I'll Be
For You/ Farrel's Kaw-Liga
By Earl Carnes
With as many new "Pop" tunes
as there are now coming out on
the market it is rather hard to
pick what mighf be considered
the tunes that will be on top of
the hit parade in a couple of
weeks, but by just reviewing
the list of artists it is not all_
..together impossible. The Four
Aces' recording of "You Fooled
Me" is practically a must while
Eddie Fisher's "Downhearted"
will rate with the best of them.
Joni James ("Why Don't You Believe Me") has another hit in "I'll
Be Waiting for You". The little
man with the big voice, Bill Farrell, after a slight delay in recording any new records has
come up with an interesting
ditty in "Kaw-liga."
Count Basie has come up with
another first in modern Jazz
with his recordings of "Port of
Rico" and "Hob Nail Boogie".
In these recordings the Count introduces something new to the
jazz world in his use of the organ. Ably assisted by Illinois

Jacquet and his orchestra Basie
brings out music like you have
never heard from an organ . . .
A soon to be released record by
the Count and Al Hibbler,
"Sent for You Yesterday—Here
You. are Today" is done neatly
with a definite style reminiscent
.of the Thirtys'.
The number one piano player
in the land as determined by
Downbeat magazine this year is
Oscar Peterson, an import from
Montreal, Canada. Under the supervision of Norman Cranz (Jazz
at the Philharmonic), Peterson
has just completed four albums
of Cole Porter, Irving Berlin,
George Gershwin, and Duke Ellington favorites. His style, harmonically simpler than that of
many of the other noted pianists,
is clean and tasteful' and shows
slight King Cole and Milton
Buckner influence.
For the collectors of Dixieland
music some of the finest recordings were made by the late Bunny
Berigan. The album contains

The
a He

such never to be forgotten great*
as "Russian Lullaby", "Prisoner's Song", "High Society",
"Black Bottom", "I Can't Get
Started", "Deed I Do", "Jelly
Roll Blues", and "Trees".

Brown Attends
Textile Meeting
Dr. H. M. Brown, dean of the
School of Textiles, is attending the
technical subcommittee of the Cotton and Cottonseed Advisory Committee in Washington, D. C, February 26th and 27th.
The technical Subcommittee
consist of representatives from the
Department of Agriculture, State
Exxperiment Stations, National
Cotton Council, Textile Schools
and cotton seed research agencies.
This committee studied and considered various research projects,
to recommend to the research and
marketing administration.
These meetings are sponsored by
the National Cotton Council of
America^

Tiger
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Who Is Responsible
For Honor Code Here?
(By Rembert Stokes)
Last night while clearing away an accumulation of odds and ends from last semester, I came upon a memo scribbled on
my desk calendar sometime during exam
week. It read, "Who is more responsible
for the relaxed honor code here at school,
the student or the professor?"
This is a difficult subject to treat because what a person thinks and what a person does often contradict each other. It's
an extremely touchy point to drive home,
for invariably they to whom the challenge
is directed are the first to laugh it off with
some wise-crack about "Mama's little Boy
Scout." But the more I think about several of my classmates who were men enough
not to pay for stolen examinations and who
are now repeating courses because of a
sudden and unexplained jump ,in class average on the finals, the more I feel justified
in what I am saying.
There is little that can be done to improve the honor of an individual unless
that person puts forth the necessary effort.
The losses he suffers are his own. Cheating, however, is a different matter, an ugly
result of thoughtlessness which goes about
stepping on the toes of others. Of the
many with whom I have spoken, all agree
that the situation is deplorable. Yet, as
sure as tests are given, there will be cheating.
What can be done? Plenty. Honor is
one of those strange virtues which is reason for its own being . . . which holds its
head highest when it is neglected most.
Everyone sees it, yet the factions alternate
between being alarmed and almost totally
disinterested in what is happening. The
one primary fight that can be waged is to
bring the problem into the open. It is
simply a question of emphasis.
• Cheating occurs in a moment of desperation during which a fellow forgets who he
is, whose son he is, and lowers himself to
save face before others. It bears no sense
of accomplishment; it is a "get-by" attitude
to cover up for what he was too inconsistent to accomplish or too lazy to try. In
this initial stage the solution rests with the
proportions of one's time to those tasks
whose worth warrant the time, even at the

sacrifice of personal wishes.
does the process stop short.

f age o

Newly Elected Blue Key Members

But seldom

In stooping to cheat once and thereby
denying that inner voice its expression, a
decaying process is set up which further
removes one from his free will. First, he is
a victim of circcmstance, than of habit. In
the final stages he becomes apathetic, undisturbed by the • opinions of others, advancing motives to justify his actions. The
result is an individual with complexes so
intense that his only escape comes from
playing 'big man' and trying to make others
feel that it is the accepted thing to do.
Here others follow and the process repeats
itself over and over.
This is the unchecked state of events.
However, there is no reason for the situation to go unchecked. I strongly feel that
much of the responsibility for this general
laxity can be traced to the neglect of the
professors. Without exception, every course
offers opportunities for emphasizing and
bringing students to grapple with the se
riousness of their actions. If anyone was
ever qualified to council students that their
conduct might best fit the standards of their
profession, that person is the professor,
There is no reason why his delivery of
course material could not be tampered
with the importance of making proper decisions or the value of forming personal
as well as business ethics. For one half of
training is supplying the mind; the other
half, directing it.
The initial step toward correction of this
relaxed honor code rests with the professors. It is my opinion that more carefully
administered tests, more highly secured
test material, and more conscientious lecture presentations would curb this wave
of cribbing. The final step would depend
on the response of the student to this appeal and his efforts to overcome temptation when they become paramount.
But now, we have a problem which words
or past campaigns have not solved. If this
might incite an idea among one or two professors and help them realize that their
classrooms have been breeding grounds for
cheating, I will have succeeded in gaining
the vantage point for those friends whose
toes were stepped on.

—OSCAR SAYS—
that Jim (haven't you seen me
that the impossible has happenact) O'Hear and "Colonel" Black
are snooping around too much. It ed! Mack "The Pendleton Flash"
Moore came home with the bacon.
doesn't pay, boys.
How in the hell did you do it, you
-OSCAR SAYS—
that he (oscar) hears that loud mouth?
Jimmy "The Florence Kid" Bass
—OSrAR SAYS—
really had a rough time this weekthat when the name of Robert
end. From the looks of his face W. Tinsley is mentioned, he (oshe (Bass) must have been hit by a car) is at a loss for words. Can't
freight train.
coment on nothing!
—OSCAR SAYS—

that he (oscar) will discuss a
few of the leading candidates for
Booby King. Maybe it will help
some of you squares, blockheads,
and penny pinchers decide whom
to vote for.

Blue Key, national honorary leadership fraternity, has elected seven students and one member of
the administration for membership in the organization.
Those selected were: Standing—H. W. Reutershan, textile manufacturing senior of Springfield,
New Jersey; C. J. Hammett, animal husbandry
junior of Kingstree; H. C. Humphries, mechanical
engineering junior of Sumter; and M. C. Robinson,

Wade Speaks To Meeting Of ASAE
Douglas E. Wade, a graduate eight years at Dartmouth as a
of the University of Wisconsin in naturalist, taught wildlife manwildlife
management and,
at agement at the University of
present a member of the South Missouri for three years, workCarolina Fish and Game Depart- ed' with the Penn. State Game
ment at Clemson, was the princi- Commission for two years, and
pal speaker at the last meeting also worked under Aldo Leoof the Clemson Branch of the pold, wildlife
authority, for
American Society of Agricultural three years.
Mr. Wade gave an account of
Engineers.
Before coming to Clemson the work being done toward game
Clemson,
last fall, Mr. Wade spent conservation around

Issaqueena Club 4 Attend 'Keep
Will Hold Meet
S. C. Green' Meet
The monthly meeting of the Issaqueena Nature Club will
be
held on Friday night, March 6,
in the auditorium of the new
Chemistry building at 7 p. m.
Clyde Ross, state game warden
from Greenville, has been invited
to present the program consisting
of a questionnaire on game laws
and wildlife in our state.
Dr. M. D. Farrar, chairman of
the Campus Wildlife Committee,
will also discuss their plans for
the coming year.

He Went Out to Meet Them
WITH FLARES AND WHISTLES and
blaring bugles, the Reds had been attacking fanatically all night. ^\ ave after
wave they came, in overwhelming
numbers.

gun. And four times he left shelter to
bring in wounded comrades.

By dawn, Jerry Crump could see that
his position alone was keeping them
from overrunning L Company. Twice
he went out to meet them with his bayo-

men. Without a second's hesitation,
Corporal Crump threw himself upon
it, smothered the explosion with his

net Once he retook a captured machine

panions' lives.

Now, an enemy soldier crept close
unobserved. He lobbed a grenade. It
landed squarely among the wounded

own body, and saved his four com-

textile manufacturing senior of Asheville, North
Carolina.
Seated—Walter A. Cox, assistant to the president and director of alumni affairs; J. P. Hudson,
mechanical engineering senior of Decatur, Georgia; and R. A. McMahon, architecture junior of
Columbia.
A. H. Wells, ceramic engineering senior of Columbia, was absent when the picture was made.
(Photo by Frank Martin)

"I got hurt," says Jerry Crump, "but
I got back alive. Because our armed
forces have the finest medical equipment in the world—even at the front.
And you helped put it there by investing in United States Defense Bonds."
Bonds are savings. But they mean
production power, too. Helping provide the arms and equipment and care
of every kind that give a fighting man
mare than a fighting chance.

Cadets Richard C. Everts
Maxie C. Collins, III, and Paul
S. LeRoy accompanied by Dougglas E. Wade, associate professor
of zoology, attended the "Keep
South Carolina Green" program
held at University High 'School
auditorium in Columbia, Febru
ary 26.
Dr. R. F. Poole, president of
Clemson College, spoke on a
panel discussion of the needs for
additional public and educational
support to insure that the forest
resources of the state be kept at
top quality in reproduction.
The "Keep Green" program
was centered largely on methods to Insure adoption of forest-fire prevention and suppression methods by all people
of the state. This effort already has the backing of the
State Forestry Commission and
the Forest
Products
Industries.

some of the plans for the future,
and the advantages of the conservation program as an aid to
greater recreational facilities.
He pointed out that cov<er, protection and food supply were the
limiting factors of the game supply and told what the game department was doing to provide
these. He stressed the need for
better cooperation between departments that land might
be
used for more than one purpose.

-OSCAR SAYS—

that he (oscar) wonders why
Frank "The Angel" Denton has no
difficulty in getting pink slips,
ypt in football there is always a
big blue one. Let's face it, "Angel", you just- ain't got what it
-OSCAR SAYS—
that from all indications Robert takes.
"The Biggest Boob" Squires must
—OSCAR SAYS—
be as chicken as they come. He's
that if D. D. "I'm a new second
setting a record for the hate pa- lieutenant" Smith could run his
rade.
own business like he runs that
—OSCAR SAYS—
that Tom "The Dark Horse Can- motor mouth, he'd be a lot better
didate" Eskew may come through off.
a winner. Just look at him, boys,
and you can tell he's a boob.
that he (oscar) hears that one I
of the candidates lost his head and
stomped his hat and coat in the
floor! What's wrong, "Tuffy"!
Huff, can't stand the publicity?
.|
-OSCAR SAYS-

that Peter "The Body Beautiful"
Cook is back for graduate work..
Some people will do anything to
stay out of the service.
-OSCAR SAYfr—

that he (oscar) advised Dick
"The Beer Boy" Raines to transfer
last week. You failed to take Oscar's advice, and now you face
the four walls for'fifteen days!
Dick, nobody's crying.
-OSCAR SAYS—

that rumors say that Johnny "I
drive a convertible" Sell didn't like
James H. Robinson, agricultu- what he (oscar) said about his woral engineering senior from men. Come on, Johnny, you know
Oswego, was elected to the of- they're pigs.
fice of vice-president of the
-OSCAR SAYS—
that from the looks of things
Clemson branch of ASAE to
Carl "Hazel" Bates is trying to
fill an existing vacancy.
follow in his brother's footsteps.
Twelve candidates for member- Hey, love^, are you going to marry
ship were special guests for the an Anderson girl, too?
program part of the meeting, and
OSCAR SAYS—
that Dune "Butterball" McLauplans for their initiation into
ASAE were made. The informal rin had better start going to pracinitiation began Tuesday and tice if he wants to stoop behind
will end March 9 with the formal the plate this year. From what
initiation that night. All old oscar hears, you'll make a good
members are urged to be at the bull pen catcher.
flagpole immediately after dinner for the informal initiation.

SPRING
SAMPLES

NOW
READY
ORDER YOUR

EASTER
SUIT
TODAY

ESQUIRE
SHOPS FOR

NOTICE
Seniors graduating in February, 1954, should order rings by
May 1 from the L. C. Martin
Drug Co.

MEN
CLEMSON — GREENYTLXE
•GOES PLACES AND DOES THINGS'
126-128 W.Benson
ANDERSON.S.C.

During the critical forest fire
season last fall, a group of ten
students at Clemson joined together in a' volunteer forest-fire
fighting unit under the direction
of Professor Wade and N. B. Goebel, college forester.
• They helped to battle six forest
fires on the . Clemson land-use
area, and this spring they have
already been called out on one
forest fire. This volunteer group
is now working on a plan which
they hope to submit to the college
authorities which will call for
training more students at Clemson in forest-fire prevention and
suppression methods.
Although this training is expected to take only four hours of
each student's time during his
four years in college, the volunteer forest-fire fighters feel that
it will go far in making students
strongly aware of this movement
to "Keep South Carolina Green."

Clemson Theatre
Corporal
Jerry Crump
U.S. Army
Medalof Honor

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Here the Golden State was black
with Gunpowder — Here came

"THE MAN BEHIND
THE GUN"
to blast it clean.
RANDOLPH SCOTT
Color by Technicolor

f

Now E Bond* pay 3% ! Now, improved Series E Bonds
start paying interest after 6 months. And average Z%
interest, compounded semiannually when held to maturity! Also, all maturing E Bonds automatically go on
earning —at the new rate—for 10 more years. Today,
start investing in United States Series E Defense Bonds
through the Payroll Savings Plan at work.

Loretta Young - Jeff Chandler

Peace is for the strong! For peace and prosperity

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY

save with U.S. Defense Bonds!

"ALL ASHORE"

MONDAY & TUESDAY

"BECAUSE OF YOU"

Mickey Rooney - Dick Haymes
The V. S. Government does not pay JOT this advertisement. It is
donated by this publication in cooperation with the Advertising
Council and tht ilagasinc Publishers of America.

A call from Dreamboat always clicks with
Grover. And an Automatic Message Accounting machine has been clicking too down in the telephone office-busily
punching impressions on a paper tape.
You may be interested in what this
ingenious recorder does. It keeps track of
what telephone number you called, how
long you talked, and records this information in such a way that another machine
can automatically prepare a monthly bill.
The development of this new automatic
accounting machine is the result of team-

work by Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Western Electric and the telephone companies. Telephone people working on this
and other interesting and important projects were in college just a short, time ago.
Perhaps you'd like to join them.
Your Placement Officer can give you details about employment opportunities in
the Bell System. Or write to American
Telephone & Telegraph Company, College
Relations Section, 195 Broadway, New
York 7, N. Y., for a copy of the booklet,
"Looking Ahead."

Peggy Ryan - Ray McDonald

COMING—

"NIAGARA"
J x 10 m.-100 Scr*«n

When Grover talks to his dreamboat- something clicks

Bell Telephone System
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Over 100 Hopefuls Report For Track
TIGER LUSTERS
By Carroll Moore
SPRING PRACTICE GAME CHANGED TO MARCH 21
The annual Block "C" inter-squad game has been changed
from March 14 to March 21 in order that the team could get
in their alloted 20 days of practice. Because of the bad
weather conditions, the footballers have been unable to get
out of doors on many afternoons.
Coach Howard plans to use his usual pattern of divinding
his squad into two units for the tussel. He plans to abide
by the rules set up by the NCAA in the game and put into
practice the limited substitution policy in order that the
boys may become accustomed to it before next season rolls
around.
There is expected to be one of the largest turnouts for
this game than there has been for quite a few seasons back.
One of the main reasons for this expectation is due to the
fact that many of the IPTAY members as well as Clemson
followers and students are wondering just what this newly
installed split-T formation will look like from a group that
has practiced and coached the single wing offense for, a
number of years. Also, many ardent Clemson fans are
still a bit despondent over the outcome of last foodabll season and they are hoping that by witnessing this inter-squad
clash they might see a brighter future ahead for Clemson
when September rolls around.
Tickets may be obtained by contacting any member of
the Block "C" Club.
Student tickets will sell for fifty
cents and adult tickets for $1.25. The game is sponsored by
the Block "C" Club and proceeds will got to the club which
is composed of athletes that have lettered in a major sport
here at Clemson.
BASKETBALL STATISTICS
Although basketball season is gone for the present, I
thought that many of the students might like to know just
who were the leading point men for the Tigers during this
season. It seems that the North Carolina lads dominated
the Clemson scoring as John McGraw from Hendersonville
finished the season at the top of the scoring column with an
average of 13.8 points a game; Marvin Robinson from Asheville and Tommy McCullough from Hendersonville figured
second and third in the scoring with 12.1 and 12.0 points respectively.
The Bengal basketeers hit a very poor percentage of
their shots attempted for the season as they hit the hoop.
32.4% for their times attempted. Also, their accuracy
from the free throw line-hurt them considerably as they
connected with only 57.7% of their charity throws attempted. They averaged scoring 68.2 points per game to their
opponent's 70.2. Their record of eight wins against 10
losses dropped them below the .500 mark for the first time
in the past four. years.

PLAY 15 ITCHES

Prospects Bright As
18 Lettermen Return
By Bob Wheeler
Coach "Rock" Norman, track coach here at Clemson,
has been watching his boys work out for about two weeks
now and is beginning to round them into good shape for
the coming season. The thinclads open their '53 season
with a meet against Roanoke College on April 1.

The Tiger Golf team wili officially open their 1953 match play
This will be a meet that Coach four-hundred and forty yard
on March . 30; when they meet
Erskine's Flying Fleet at Ware Norman will be look forward to. dash.
While a student at Roanoke, he
Shoals.
Bob Froelich is the only rerose to, national prominence as a turning letterman in the eightThe Tigermen have scheduled trackman and went on to partichundred and entity yard dash.
fourteen matches for certain. They ipate in the Olympic Games.
He will find company from some
have also scheduled a tentative
The success of the '53 Tiger- of the state's top high school dismatch with Davidson for April 25. man will be largely dependent on
tance runners.
This addition will give them a the performance turned in by the
The two long runs, the onetotal of fifteen matches.
eighteen returning lettermen.
mile and the two-mile, will be run
These
lettermen
will
be
aided
In addition to regular match
by Willie Counts and Willie Erplay the Tigers will also journey in the key posts by some of the vin.
Counts runs the one-mile
to Spartanburg:, to play in the more than one-hundred boys who event and Ervin runs the two
have
turned
out.
Some
of
these
State Golf Tourney on May 12,
miles.
boys were stellar performers in
13, and 14.
Bill Rad;cliff will run in the
high school and will give the
Above are pictured three of the top scores of the
(Photo by
Army, and Jim Callaham, Army
The big trip, however, will come ces of the following letlermeny: low-hurdles and Bill Revell will
Tiger Varsity Rifle Team. Left to right they
Johnny Fletcher.)
try the high-hurdles again this
when the Bengals go to Augusta to
Coach Norman expects
his
are: John Moore, Air Force, Tommy Earle*.
see the Master's Tourney, the great leading point-makers of last year:
Willie Fabian- will see plenty
I golf classic, which will be held on year to repeat this year. Buck
Ma 8 12 This
George, last year's leader with of action as a broad jumper this
P
team members a chance to see fifty-two points, Dreher Gas- season.
many of the world's great pros in kins, with forty-six, and Bill
Dreher Gaskins, second In
action.
Fereret with thirty-one points
total points last year, will be
in the high jump. Dreher has
All of the Tigers' home matches will all be out to better their
also shown good form with the
The Clemson College Varsity Rifle Team defeated the Univerwill be played on the Boscobel records of the past season.
The team will miss the servi- shot-putt and should have ansity of Georgia Rifle Team in a match held here at Clemson last
The Clemson and
Furman course.
Friday night by the score of 1882 to 1838.
ces of ^ the following lettemen: other good season this year.
freshman basketball teams gave
The complete schedule:
Cason, a fine mile runner who Mitchell will also compete in
The Tigers did well in firing from all positions in defeating the the early birds at the ClemsonMarch 30—Erskine at Ware Shoals collected thirty-one points last the high jump.
Bulldogs.
Furman basketball classic someyear, and Richardson, who netted
Tommy Earle, who was high man in the state meet last week, thing to scream about in a very March 31—Georgia at Clemson
Evans will throw the javelin
was top man for the Tigermen with three-hundred and eighty points. close and exciting preliminary April 6—Davidson at Clemson
thirty-four points as a high-jum- in this year's field events.
He
April 15—Wofford at Clemson
John Moore, who was third in the state meet, was second with three- bout.
per
and
hurdler.
Slattery,
a
also throws
the discus and
The score being knotted
hundred and seventy-eight points. Jim Callahan, Coleman, and
when the final whistle blew, the April 16—Georgia at Athens _.. hurdler, Freudenberger, javelin, should prove to be a very valCharlie Grainger finished in that order.
two quintets went into overtime April 17—South Carolina at Clem- and Doar, of the relay team, will uable man in this department.
Smith and Blitch tied for high man for the Bulldogs. Each
also be missed. All of these let- Hodges will also throw the disson
play with the baby Paladins finhad a three-hundred and seventy-two total.
termen graduated last year.
cus. Lewis Odum will throw the
ally
getting
the
best
of
the
Cubs
April 20—Furman at Clemson
SUMMARY:
Coach Norman predicts a good javelin. There is a good bit of
and winning 75-71.
April
21—Wofford
at
Spartanburg
Total
Sitting
Kneeling Standing
CLEMSON
Prone
year in the pole-vaulting depart- depth in this department also.
LEADING THE Cubs in their April 23—Erskine'at Clemson
381
94
97
90
Earle
99
ment. Cliff Fain, Ben Cochran,
If these lettermen deliver in
378 last game of the season was Doc April 25—Davidson at Davidson
99
97
87
95
Moore
and "Rip" Folger are all return- the fashion that they are expect37', Morgan who sank 15 buckets for April 27—Furman at Greenville
98
93
88
Callaham
98
ing l3ttermen at this spot.
ed, the 1953 track season here at
37 v. 'he losers.
100
91
Coleman
100
Right behind
Doc April 30—Presbyterian College at
371 in the Baby Tiger scoring colBill Fereret and Jimmy Wells Clemson should be pretty good.
89
85
Grainger
99
Clemson
Sitting
Kneeling Standing Tota umns were Bruce Holshuh and May 1—South Carolina at Colum- will be back to run in the one- When the season officially opens
GEORGIA
Prone
37. George Brodie who scored 14 and
hundred yard dash. Bill will on April 1, all of these lettermen
90
94
91
Smith
97 '
bia
37. 13 points respectfully. Altbou.eh May 2—The Citadel at Charleston
88
88
also run with Buck George in will' be in the various events.
98
Blitch
98
371 Carroll Leonard and Bill Brank
92
83
96
Tolnas
100
the two-hundred and twenty This should give the Tigermen a
May
5—Presbyterian
College
at
365
81
97
90
Theriault
97,
good chance of having one of th«
yard dash.
Clemson
82
35b only scored 16 points betwei-n
93
85
Bond
98
Buck George will have Roger best track teams in the state in
them, they were one of the main May 12, 13, and 14—State Tourney
TOTAL
Lorell as his running mate in the both the track an-^ field events.
reasons that the Baby Tigs showat Spartanburg
CLEMSON—1882
ed up so well. Both of these boys
GEORGIA—1838
played an outstanding game on 11, Riser, Holzshuh 14, Leonard
defense.
5, Brodie 13, Compton, Morgan
Leading the Furmans and high 15, Burns.
Furman
(75) — Gordon
27;
scorer for the night was Brock
CLEMSON, S. C.
Gordon who poured in 27 point.; Jones 20,~ Ruth 8, Kyber 13, JenSee us for wheel-balancing and let us service your car
nings 4, Pringle 1, Brittain, Mcfor the miniature Purples.
for those week-end trips.
Clemson (71)—Smith 13, Brank Dowell 2.

Tiger Varsity Rifle
Team Defeats Georgia

Paladin Freshmen

y - -

tn wni.give the

Defeat Baby Tigs
75-71 In Overtime

SKELTON SERVICE STATION

VARSITY RIFLE TEAM PLACES
SECOND IN STATE MEET
The Clemson varsity rifle team copped second place
honors in the state meet held in Columbia last week as they
were nosed out by the sharpshooters from The Citadel. A
member of the Clemson squad, Tommy Earle, was high
scorer in the meet and John Moore placed third in the
firing. Carolina, Wofford and Furman also fired in the
match. Carolina copped the third spot.
BASEBALL AND TRACK PROSPECTS BRIGHT
The Clemson thinclads and the Tiger baseball team both
could be headed for a good season from the looks of the
prospects that are out at the present time. Both baseball
and track have around 100 boys out at the present time and
each is loaded with lettermen. Coach Norman has 18 lettermen returning for his cinder team as well as some untried prospects who could develop into star tracksters.
In baseball, Coach Smith has 12 returning lettermen in
which to work with as a nucleus for this season's squad.
Professor Jack Tuttle is helping Coach Smith out this season as he will coach the junior varsity as well as help get
the varsity in condition until spring football practice is
over.
PLAYERS' ALL-AMERICAN
Tom (Black Cat) Barton, an Associated Press All-South
selection at defensive guard, rated second team All-America on the strength of votes received by Clemson's opposition last fall. Barton's position on the Chicago TRIBUNE'S
Players' All-America team entitles him to play in the annual All-Star game against the Pro Champions in August.
He was the only player in the Carolinas so honored.—
IPTAY REPORT BASEBALLERS RAY AND DICK.
Ray Mathews and Dick Hendley, who signed Class B
baseball contracts with the Anderson (S. C.) Rebels two
years ago, have decided to return to baseball this summer.
The two former Tiger stars, who paced Clemson to football
fame during the 1948-51 era, will report to the St. Louis
Brown's minor league training camp at Thomasville, Ga.,
the middle of March.—IPTAY REPORT.

HUE n is!
//-''/ / tuelr

Bill & Hattie's Drive-In Restaurant
SHORT ORDERS - - - SANDWICHES
—Open 24 Hours—
2 1-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway

Sporting Goods

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

Registered Jewelers - American Gem Society
LEADING JEWELERS AND DIAMOND MERCHANTS
SINCE 1856
Greenville
South Carolina

NOW ! PHILIP MORRIS is available in the
new KING-SIZE for longer smoking enjoyment.

SEE US TODAY FOR

BOOKS -- PENCILS -■ FOUNTAIN PENS
NOTEBOOKS - PAPER - OTHER SUPPLIES
INITIALS FREE ON ALL PENCILS AND

We also have the, new
REVISED STANDARD VERSION OF THE
BIBLE FOR SALE

NEW

-the only leading King-Size cigarette made an exclusively
different way to avoid the main cause of irritation I

So take your choice, but make your choice
PHILIP MORRIS-America's Most Enjoyable Cigarette!

KING-SIZE or REGULAR

VOULL FEEL BETTER
smoking PHILIP MORRIS

NEW

THE SHINING TOWER
ANDERSON'S finest and most modern equipped RESTAURANT
North Main Street at Whitehall.
PWNED AND OPERATED BY WALTER DORN AND VIC WILSON
i both long indemnified with the Restaurant Business in Anderson
The beutifully finished Dining Room will seat around 100 people
and is very nicely suited for parties. . . Regular meals, complete
with soup, salad, home made hot bread, dessert and drink, will be
served from 11 a. m. till 3 p. m. and from 5 till 9 p. m. A La Carte
Service from 11 a. m. till 10 p. m. CURB SERVICE and TAKE IT
HOME SERVICE from 11 a. m. till 12 p. m.

Clemson Book
Store
CLEMSON, S. C.

r

Remember, you'll feel better when you change
to PHILIP MORRIS. In case after case, coughs
due to smoking disappear . . . parched throat clears
up . . . that stale, "smoked-out" feeling vanishes!

FOUNTAIN PENS

MALE'S

NEW

PHILIP MORRB
KM64ZE

"Another thing - This farm has
no drainage problems."

CALL
FOR

PHILIP MORRIS

MNGSIZE or REGULAR
you cannot buy
any other cigarette
of equal quality!

■lyyife

\
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Spring Sports Calender TIGERS LOSE Tt)
MARCH

f 21—Football

Intra-Squad Game
. The Citadel, home
The Citadel, home
Furman, home
Duke, home
Erskine at Ware Shoals
Georgia, home

23—Baseball
24—Baseball
25—Tennis _
26—Baseball
•-30—Gplf
"31—Golf
:

APRIL
1—Track __
3—Baseball
4—Baseball
> 6—Baseball
- 7—Golf
' 8—Baseball
9—Tennis _
■ 10—Baseball
4 11—Track _
' 11—Tennis _
. J3—Baseball
i 14—Baseball .
14—Tennis _
,15—Track
• 15—Golf
16—Tennis
16—Golf _
/• 17—Tennis
17—Golf _
' 18—Baseball
20—Golf
. 21—Tennis _
"21—Golf
■ 22—Baseball
' 23—Tennis _
- 23—Golf
25—Baseball
25—Track _
25—Golf
;
-27—Golf
29—Tennis
30—Tennis
30—Golf _

Roanoke, home
North Carolina, away
N. C. State, away
Davidson, away
Davidson, home
Furman, away
Col. of Charleston, home
Davidson, home
Georgia, home
_ South Carolina, away
_ South Carolina, home
— South Carolina, home
Erskine, home
Davidson, home
:
Wofford, home
_ South Carolina, home
. Georgia, away
The Citadel, home
South Carolina, home
Wake Forest, home
__ Furman, • home
_?
Wofford, home
Wofford, away
Furman, away
*
!
Furman, away
Erskine, home
.
Furman, home
Presbyterian, away
Davidson, away
Furman, away
The Citadel, away
College of Charleston, away
.
Presbyterian, away

MAY
1—Baseball
." 1—Golf
: 2—Baseball
! 2—Track _
2—Golf
4—Baseball
5—Tennis _
- 5—Golf
6—Tennis _
I 8—Baseball
8—Track
9—Baseball
9—Track
12-14—Golf _
15-16—Track

The Citadel at Orangeburg
South Carolina, away
The Citadel, away
South Carolina, away
The Citadel, away
Furman, home
Erskine, away
Presbyterian, home
Wofford, away
South Carolina, away
State Meet at Clinton
South Carolina, away
State Meet at Clinton
State Meet at Spartanburg
Conference Meet at Chapel Hill

The Clemson Tiger basketballers wound up their 1952-53 season with a defeat in the hands of
the Furman Paladins. The flashy
Paladins led by the spectacular
scoring of furious Frank Selvy,
made a great comebagk in the
second half to sink the Bengals
95-70.
The Tigers' mainstays
in
their last contest of the season
proved to be Captain Marvin
Robinson, who dumped in 17
points for the Bengals; Tommy
McCuilough with 14; John McGraw with 12; and Ames Wells
who sank 10 markers for the
defeated Tigers.
Standing out for the Purples
and high scorer for the night was
Frank Selvy who pounded in 21
points. Selvy, who is currently
leading the nation in scoring was
recently elected to captain the
mythical All-Southern Conference team. The Corbin, Kentucky junior was the biggest
threat to the Bengals all night
with his alert ball hawking.
Right behind Selvy in Paladin
scoring columns was Gordon, big
6-6 center, who dumped 20
points in his last regular scheduled game for the Paladins.
Freshman standouts for the Purples included Bob Thomas, a
center from Miami, Florida, and
Fred Fraley, a six foot guard
from Kentucky. •

* * *

APPROXIMATELY five thou
sand screaming spectators jam
med the Textile Hall in Greenville to see South Carolina's
greatest basketball classic. The
enthusiastic fans saw the Tigers
jump to an early lead in the first
quarter. Selvy began hitting for
the Purples which put them in
the lead. The Tigs again bounced back to lead at the end of
the first canto 19-16.
The second quarter saw a §ee
saw contest with first the Paladins taking the coveted lead and
then the Tigs jumping back up
into the spotlight. Led by Tommy McCuilough and Marvin Robinson, the Bengals finished up
the first half in the lead by one
narrow point, 38-37.
The,third quarter started off
as though it were going to be
nip and tuck all the way, first
with one team in the lead and
then the other. With about
three minutes left in the next
to the last quarter the score
was all knoted up 50-50.
Like a shot out of the dark the
Paladins caught fire, clobbered
ahead of the stunned Tigers,
scorching the nets with their
many field goals and pouring in
a majority of their charity shots.
This was the decided turning
point of the fracas and by the end

of the canto the Purples; were
leading by nine points, 64-55.
Before the Tigers had a chance
to catch their breath in the last
quarter the Furmans had already
upped the score to 70 to 57. From
here on out it was Furman all of
the way. The valiant Tigers
played their hearts out to make a
late comeback and to overcome
the possessed Paladins. Hitting
29 points in the last quarter the
boys from Furman ended up the
contest with a 95-70 lead over
the fighting Tigers.

>

OF
ONE A, B, AND C
Enthusiastic high school basketball fans took over the Clemson College Field House last Saturday to witness the final playoffs of the District One high
schools. Those who witnessed
these games saw a host of possible future college stars playing
their hearts out in the hotly contested matches.
The Class A and B boys and
girls started play • in the Field
House on Thursday with the
Class C boys and girls playing in
Pendleton.
On the day of the
finals, all three classes moved to
Tigertown.

* * »

ONE OF Clemson's biggest
hurts throughout the game was
the tremendous number of fouls
called on the boys from Tigertown. The Bengals committed 30
personals to only 19 called on
the Paladins. McGraw and Wells
fouled out for the Tigers while
Gage, Hicks, and Murray had four
called against them. McCuilough
and Moorer had three each.
Six seniors defended the name
of Clemson for the last time Friday night. They were: Marvin
Robinson, Tommy McCuilough, J.
C. Hicks, Sonny Moorer, Joe
Murray, Bill DeLoache and John
McGraw.
The lineups for both teams are
as follows:
CLEMSON
FG FT PF TP
McCuilough, f _ _4
6
3 14
Hicks, f
0
2
2
4
Gage, f.._
1
4
4
6
Robinson, f
8
1
1 17
McGraw, c
6
0
5 12
Wells, g
4
2
5 10
Murray, g
2
1
4
5
Yarbourgh, g
__1
0
1
2
Ryan, g ....
0
1
0
1
Moorer, g
_0
1
3
1
TOTALS

_ _-26

FURMAN
'
Chambers, f
Granger, f
Fraley, f
Pigg, f
Roberts, f
Gorden, c
Thomas, c
Selvy, f _
Deardoff, g
Bennett, g

18

30

70

FG FT PF TP
_0
0
1
0
_..3
1
4
7
7
2
1 16
1
2
__2
4
0
2
2
0
6
8
3 20
3
2
2
8
9
9
3 27
3
4
3 10
_0
0
0
0

TOTALS __ _ 33 29 19 95
Free throws missed: Clemson—
Robinson 3, McCuilough 5, Hicks
2, Wells, Ryan; Furman—Selvy
2, Gorden 4, Deardoff, Fraley 6,
Thomas 2, Pigg.

Wisconsin Adds
Elementary Ed
Only Last Year

President Hutchison continued, is
"an
emotionally
integrating
force" around which the loyalties of students, faculty, alumni,
and friends of a college rally. As
an allegorical comparison he used
the national stars and stripes
which is the symbol of national
unity.
Speaking in terms of the
church-related
small
college,
President Hutchison expressed
his feeling that neither philosophy nor Christianity are capable
of becoming the integrating element on the modern campus.
Football is the one universal experience which all elements of a
college enjoy, Whether in playing
or cheering.

THE UNDERLYING cause of
all the recent college athletic
scandals has been "academic dishonesty in the matter of admissions, grades, credits, or standards." Therefore, he concluded
that academic integrity on the
part of the colleges must be disVieing for the Class A cham- played if reform is to evolve.
pionship were last year's state
The reform must be within the
champs, Walhalla, and the institution. Eventually, AmeriSeneca Bob Cats. Led by sharp- can colleges will regain their
shooter Jimmy Orr, the Cats 'academic sea legs and limit their
took the finals 68-54. The Sen-, admissions to authentic students
ecans carried home two cham- . . . This is the price of integrity."
pionships with the Seneca Botettes defeating the girls from
Pelzer-Williamston 46.44.

Pictured above is a good example of the terrific action going
on in the Intramural basketball playoffs being held this week
and next week. (Photo by Johnny Fletcher.)

Intramural Quarter
Finals Slated Friday
The Intramural Basketball League is about to wind up
the season with the playoffs being held this week and the
semi-finals and finals are to be held next week.
The
Clemson College Field House has been a scene of keen competition so far in the first round of play.
The first game of the tourney
was possibly the most exciting so
far with C-2 edging B-4 45-42 in
two overtime periods.
Leading
scorers in this exciting contest
were Buddy Wallace who dumped in 19 markers for the B-4
boys, Leutwyler of C-2 was right
behind with 18 markers.
The
highest scoring contest so far has
been a fracas between A-l and
C-3 with A-l coming out on top
47-41.

quarter finals will meet in semi
final matches March 9 and the
grand finale will come off Tues
day night, March 10.
Games and scores for the first
round play are as follows:
B-l No. 1 won by forfeit from
Block C.
-1 47—C-3 41.
D-l 42—A-3 26.
D-4 45—B-2 23.
Band 44—Day Cadets 35.
C-2 45—B-4. 42 (two overtimes.)
C-4 34—D-3 31.
C-l won by a forfeit from A-4.
Semi finals to be played Friday
night, March 6.
B-l No. 1 vs. A-l, 7:45 Court
No. 2.
D-l vs. D-4, 7:00 Court No. 1.
Band vs. C-3, 7:45 court No. 1.
C-4 vs. C-l, 7:00 Court No. 2.

In B class competition, the
Pendleton boys won the title by
rolling over Liberty 54-44. Iva
girls topped Abbeville by nine
points to walk away with the
B girls trophy.
Central High and Calhoun Falls
fought it out for the C class
boys title with the Blue Flashes
from Calhoun Falls, coming out
on top 50-36. The White Plains
girls edged the Calhoun Falls
girls 44-39 in the feminine part
of Class C competition.

College Head Says
Football Nol Over
But Underrated
EASTON, Pa. — (IP.)—Tear
ing apart the common, stock
defenses of college football —
"physical education," character
training, money making, President Ralph Cooper Hutchison declares that "football in America
has not been so much overemphasized as underrated and misunderstood."
He explained that football and
other intercollegiate sports are
not physical education, for those
who need it are the ones incapable of performing on varsity
teams.

MEN OF '53
Career Opportunities with
National Carbon Company
America's foremost manufacturer of dry cells and flashlights, carbon and graphite
electrodes and anodes, impervious graphite, brushes for
motors and generators, arc
carbons and a wide variety of
other industrial carbon products.
National Carbon Company offers positions with progress
potentials to the following B.S.
and M.S. graduates:
CHEMISTS

PHYSICISTS

ENGINEERS
Ceramic - Chemical - Civil
Electrical - Industrial
Mechanical - Metallurgical
Interesting, rewarding careers
in research, process and product production and methods
engineering, machine development, plant engineering, and
sales. A National Carbon representative will be on campus.
MARCH 10 AND 11
Make a date now.

Five players have dumped
Contact your placement
ir over 15 points so far In
director
tourney play. Leading this
INTERCOLLEGIATE football,
group is White of Band ComNATIONAL CARBON CO.
pany who led his teammates
A Division of
ceived in action near Satae-Ri,
over the Day Cadets 44-35 and
Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
Korea.
contributing 22 points to the
Products: "Eveready" Flashlights, *'Eveready" Dry Batteries,
"Prestone*
Band Company score. Tucker
Anti - freeze,
"Trek"
Anti - freeze,
STOP AT
of C-3 seems to be second for
"Achesou" and ''National" Electric
Furnace Electrodes, 'Karbate" Imscoring honor with 20 collectpervious Graphite, "National" CarPAT'S PLACE
ed in a contest with A-l. When
* » *
bon Brushes, "National" Projector
Carbons and a wide variety of "NaB-4
and
C-2
met
two
top
scorTHE NEED for such training
For Sandwiches and Shakes.
FLOWERS PROMOTED
tional" Industrial Carbon and Graphite
Products for all Industry.
was reconsidered when the pres- ers* were uncovered. Wallace
Lt. Frank M. Flowers, Class of Open til Midnight nightly
ent sophomores were entering gathered 19 for B-4 while 1951, has recently been promoted
ninth grade. In 1947 the School Leutwyler threw in 18 for C-2. to the rank of first lieutenant. He
of Education appointed a com Elam of C-3 collected 15 mark- has been serving as rifle platoon
mittee to set up a program for ers in a loss to A-l.
leader with his unit since Novemtheir training.
All of the first round games ber, 1952. Lt Flowers has also
General elementary education were completed last Thursday been recommended for the Bronze
HAS NEW SPORT SHIRTS, SHOES & SLACKS
majors are chosen on the basis night and the quarter finals are Star Medal with Valor for recently
SEE THEM
of a combination of such factors scheduled to be played #off to- leading combat patrol actions
as high school record and courses morrow evening. Winners in the against the enemy.
Lt. Flowers has been awarded
taken, leadership, activity, personality factors and backgrounds
The inauguration of the new the Purple Heart for wounds reof experience in music, art, program completes the program
crafts, and games.
of teacher education for the
EAT AT
During their four years at the common schools of Wisconsin and
University they will earn 128 will help supply additional num- Sam's Luncheonette
credits and at least 128 grade bers of elementary teachers at a
116 North Main Street
points leading to a BS degree in time when there is a pressing
Anderson, S. 0.
ANDERSON, S. C.
education. Their first two years need, Dean John Guy Fowlkes of
will be spent obtaining credits the School of Education, pointed
in the College of Letters and out.
Science with the addition of two
course sequences—a four semester, eight credit sequence in in- Students Plan To
tegrated arts and a four semester,
four credit sequence in introduc- Re-Roof 'Y Cabin
tion to elementary education.
Under the leadership of Philip
* * *
Porcher of Mt. Peasant, John
DURING junior and senior pro- Stanley of Conway, Lee Bivins of
Button-Down Oxford Classic
fessional training and experiences Atlanta, Bobby Squires of Aynor,
will be emphasized. Students will' and Harry Vildibill of Columbia, a
Overwhelming Favorite
take 33 to 36 credits in elemen- group of Clemson students are
Specializing in
tary education courses and field planning to re-roof the 'Y' Cabin
Of College Crowd
HOT DOGS
work such as practice teaching, on the Seneca River and to make
AND HAMBURGERS
During this time there will be a number of other improvements
Open'Til 1:00 A. M.
room for elective courses.
on the 'Y' Cabin.
MADISON, Wis. —(I.P.)— Although the University of Wisconsin has been training special elementary school teachers in art,
music, speech, and physical education for 40 years and offers
graduate work in the field, it was
not until last year that the University provided a general course
in elementary education. ■

HOKE SLOAN

Clemson Men Always Welcome at

THE ELITE

Arrow Gordon Dover Seen As
Campus Favorite For '53

CLEMSON CADETS cast their votes for new
YMCA officers. Lamar Neville of Newberry was.
elected president in the voting Monday. Left
to right are George Prince of Columbia, Jerol

Engineering And
Chemistry Summer
Terms Discontinued
POTSDAM, N. Y.—(I. P.)—The
discontinuation of the eight weeks
summer term which has been required for all engineering and
chemistry students and the institution of a five weeks summer session for civil engineering students
were announced here recently by
Dr. William G. Van Note, president of Clarkson College of Technology.
The summer term of eight weeks
required of all students enrolled
in engineering and chemistry during the summer following their
first year is discontinued, effective
for the freshman class which entered this fall. It has been part
of the curricula at Clarkson since
1948.
• • «
ENGINEERING students in this

Coleman of Columbia, Terry McMillan of Bambery, and Harry Vildibill of Columbia. (Independent photo by Dorothy Cable. Cut courtesy The Independent, Anderson, S. C.)

class will follow a revised four
year curricula with a minimum
of 148 hours required for graduaTowle, Reed and
tion in all departments except
civil engineering which will reBarton Sterling
quire 156 hours. The civil engineering department will have a
and
five weeks summer session for the
teaching of elementary surveying Many Other Nationally
and topographical surveying.
Advertised Quality
Students who are now freshmen
in the departments of chemistry
Lines
and physics will be required to
complete curricula requiringa
minimum of 132 hours for gradua
tion.
Students who are now freshmen
JEWELERS
and sophomores in the department
Anderson,
S. C. • Seneca, S. C.
of business administration will be
required to complete curricula rePhone 406
Phone 740
quiring a minimum of 132 hours
for graduation.

McLEES BROS.

J. L SIRRINE COMPANY
—Engineers—
GREENVILLE

NOTICE
Orders for February Graduates
rings should be placed between March 1st and
May 1 st
All signs point to a big year on campus for Arrow Gordon
Dover—the neat, button-down Oxford so many young
men prefer. Available at all Arrow dealers.

L. C. Martin Drug Co.

ARROW SHIRTS

CLEMSON, S. C.
SOUTH CAROLINA
I— SHUTS • TIES - UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS
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College Classrooms Could Be Run
John Bennett Is Familiar To Little
Theater-Goers And English Students More Democratic, Survey Shows
URBANA, 111. —(I.P.)—If a
democratic classroom atmosphere
yields the best educational re
suits—as recent studies have in<
dicated—college classrooms offer
opportunities for considerable improvement, according to a study
reported at the University of Illinois.

By Alan Cannon and
John Haytas
A face that is familiar to many
Little Theater-goers and to numerous EngliSh students is that
of John Bennett. John Z. Bennett, born in 1923, enrolled in
the Vanderbilt University School
of Pre-Medicine in 1940.
Upon the completion of his second year, he transferred to the
School of Arts and Sciences, where
he majored in English and minored in German, "Because," he explained, "Hospitals smell bad".
*

*

* * »

*■

HIS SCHOOLING was interrupted in 1943 by the United
States Navy Air Force. He completed his basic training at the
Navy airbase at Pensecola and
Jacksonville, Florida.
With the rank of aviation radioman third class, he was ordered to
active duty in the South Pacific
Area, being stationed at the NaVy
bases in the Marianias and the
Philippines.
He returned to Vanderbilt in
1946, where he completed studies
for the Bachelor of Arts degree.
After receiving his degree in 1947,
he proceeded to take advanced
studies for a Master of Arts degree which was awarded to him
in 1948.
After completing graduate
■work at the University of Texas,
he was offered an assistant professorship at Clemson, which he
accepted. His first view of
Clemson came on a cold, dreary
day.
His first thought was whether
Clemson actually existed, because
the only thing he could see was
the small platform upon which he
stood after leaving the train. ' One
of the old-timers finally offered
some assistance by showing the
new English professor the way to
the nearby college.
Mr. Bennett now spends his
sumers studying for his Doctor
of Philosophy degree at the Uni-

Dr. Georganna
McDaniel
Chiropractic Health Service
109 Hillcrest Extension
PHONE 6904
Office Hours: 2 to 6 P. M.
Tuesday and Friday Nights
Until 8
Mornings by Appointment
Closed All Day Thursday

versity of North Carolina.
At the moment, he is residing
at the Newman Apartments on
the Seneca highway. • The- distance from the1 college to the
apartments makes intrusions virtually impossible. Mr. Bennett
has used this lack of intrusion to
great advantage. He has written
several novels and short stories
along with numerous poems. None
of his works has been published,
but in his opinion, he has a fine
collection of rejection slips issued
by many well-known magazines
and newspapers.

* * *

ANOTHER OF his many activities is his work in the theatrical
world. While at Vanderbuilt, Mr.
Bennett was a member of the Gargoyle Club, the university's dramatic society. He appeared in
-several of the club's completely
student-written productions. Most
of these productions were satirical
musicals on college life.
He was also a member of the
A Cappella Choir, but he now
laughingly remarks that he can
only whistle.
Many'students and townspeople
have seen Mr. Bennett in numerous Little Theater , productions,
some of which have been, "Hay
Fever," "Squaring the Circle,"
"Suppressed Desires," and "The
Glass Managerie."
At the present time, Mr. Bennett is rehearsing for "Little

Coming to Clemson Soon!

Foxes," and "The Student Prince,"
a joint production of the Little
Theater and the Clemson College
Music Department. Mr. Bennett
is ajso the faculty adviser for the
Little Theater group.

Boston University
Offers New Study
In Communications
BOSTON, Mass.—(I.P.)—A curriculum designed to meet the needs
of today's professional communications expert, giving him a broad
background in many fields of study
as well as specialized knowledge,
is the result of-changes announced
by Dean Howard M. LeSourd for
•the Boston University school of
public relations and communications.

* * *

THREE divisions of study instead of four, and a four-year instead of a two-year course is to
be offered students of the college.
Each of the three new divisions
Will also offer graduate work for
advanced students.
The three divisions under the
streamlined setup are: Public Relations, with a major in public relations; Journalism, with majors
in journalism and photo journalism; and Communication Arts,
with majors in radio, television,
motion picture and theatre.
Completely abolished is the former division of Motion Pictures
and Visual Aids, although its
course offerings are still in effect
in more integrated fashion in the
new divisions.

OVER 1,000 college students"in
eight different institutions of
higher learning participated in
the study made at the University's College of Education by
Prof. Ray H. Simpson and E. S.
Brown and reported in a bulletin
entitled 'College Learning and
Teaching."
Results of the study indicated
that in a large percentage of college classes, the teacher tends
to be an autocrat and the student
is evaluated chiefly on the basis
of how much of what has been
told him he- can remember long
eiough to be quizzed.
Apparently, very little is being
done in college classrooms in the
way of encouraging independent
thought and research or in offering practice in reaching and trying out solutions to problems.
Students are
actually being
taught to be dependent on teachers for systematic learning,
rather than acquiring lor themdamage to American security and
American morale."
He named six prominent professor-scientists, holding high' positions in five great American universities, who have been singled
out for special praise by the
Communist Party and its publications. The records compiled by
Congressional committees show
that all six have long lists of affiliations with Communist fronts
and other Communist activities.
They ought to be fired from their
positions, Professor Budenz contends.
He named six additional highplaced educators with similar
Communist front records and noted that all six recently refused
under oath to state whether they
were or had been Communists.
Three of these men were subsequently fired by their universities.
The overwhelming majority of
American
scientists, educators
and professional people in every
field, he said, are not Communists. "What is serious," he said,
"is that there is a small influential group in all fields who are
aiding the Communist cause. A
small group is able, because it is
secretly organized, conceals itself and is jvery aggressive, to
intimidate larger numbers and to
misinform them. That is the method the Communists pursue."
We musn't relax a moment in
the effort to break up this wellentrenched conspiracy. ,

To Present the Little Foxes' March 10, 11, 12

selves the habit of systematic
learning which will be useful after college.

* * *

THE COLLEGE courses rated
by each student were selected arbitrarily—in each case, the first
and second classes attended by
the student during the week. All
Of the students who participated
were taking a course in education or psychology^ but the
courses rated were not necessarily in either of these fields.
The "scales" used,in rating the
cour *■'"■ were developed by Prof.
Simpson, co-author of the study.
From the student's selection of
answers to a multiple-choice
question, "total learning quality"
was scored by the authors. In
general, this score indicated the
extent to which democratic principles were applied and modern
teaching methods were used in
the classroom.

* * »
ON THIS scale classes in education, music, and art scored the
highest; biological sciences, social studies, and physical sciences, lowest. Other results noted:
Required courses were scored
higher in "total learninr quality"
than electives; Best learning appeared to occur in classes under
instructors between 30 and 50
years of age; Courses given by
more than one instructor received
significantly higher ratings than
those taught by one only, the
element of competition appearing
to affect teaching quality.
Size of class had no significant
effect on the ■ score, suggesting
that better teaching does not necessarily result from small classes.
Perhaps instructors do not know
how to utilize potential advantages. Classes conducted by the
lecture method received the lowest ratings from the students.
Further, almost 50 per cent of
the classes were labeled predominantly lectures.

\

The Clemson Little Theater will present "The
Little Foxes" March 10, 11, and 12 at 8:30 p. m.
in the Episcopal Parish House. The play will be
staged "in the round," the audience surrounding
the stage. Taking part in the production are: top
row, left to right, George Means, producer; Jan
Gates, director; Mrs. William Neal, Addie; Em-

YMCA Deputation
Presents Program
At De La Howe

A group of seven students, accompanied by Mr. Holtzendorff,
ROADSIDE SIGNS
presented a program at the De la
They missed the turn,
Howe School, McCormick, on FriThe car was whizzen,
day, February 27. The boys who
The fault was hers,
presented the program included
The funeral hisen.
the following: Jack Sherer of CoFrom Bar to Car
lumbia, Ronald North of Stockton.
To gates ajar.
Remember this if you're spared— Ga., Jim Sams of Clemson, Joe
Trains don't whistle
Because they are scared.
Trains don't wander all over the Drake's will set the pace in
map
—STYLE
'Cause no one sits on the engineer's —QUALITY
—REASONABLE PRICES
1952 NICKEL PRODUCTION
Featuring "McGregor" among
It is estimated that the free our many famous name brands
world output of nickel in 1952 ex- of merchandise.
ceeded 315,00,000 pounds, compared with 295,000,000 pounds in
1951. Canadian production amountNext to Center Theater
ed to approximately 280,000,000
GREENVILLE, S. C.'
pounds, or about 90 per cent of
the total.

DRAKE'S

met Gribben, Cal. Center row, Maxine Trivley,
Berdie Hubbard; Gilbert Miller, Oscar Hubbard;
Jim Johnson, Leo Hubbard; Ann Bond, Regina
Giddens. Bottom row, Tony Ellner, William
Marshall; Joe Young, Benjamin Hubbard;
Charlotte Smith, Alexandra Giddens; John
Bennett, Horace Giddens. (Photos by Jack
Trimmier.)

Lindsay of Clemson, Lamar NeToo many people are thinking of
ville of Newberry, Joe O'Cain of security instead of opportunity.
Orangeburg, and Dave Sherer of They seem more afraid of life than
Columbia.
death.

TIGER TAVERN Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

NOW OPEN ALL DAY
Hours: 7 a. m. 'Til Midnight
OPEN ON THURSDAYS

Will Be Open Late For All Dances

* * *

DAN'S
ENGINEERS

IN ITS changeovers from a twoyear course to four years, the
school of public relation and communications offers freshman and
sophomore students one course in
Communication Arts for each semester of study. The student
elects the balance of his courses
for these first two years in the
college of general education, the
college of liberal arts or the college of business administration.
These courses give him background studies in history, the arts,
psychology, democratic citizenship,
physical education! sociology, and
many other fields, preparing him
for his career as a communications
specialist. The student's final two
years concentrate on his' chosen
field.
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PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
will be held on CAMPUS
GROUP INTERVIEW --MARCH 9 AT 4 P. M.
PERSONAL INTERVIEWS - MARCH 10

by

BOEING AIRPLANE COMPANY
Movie will be shown at group meeting on first day
of visit. See B-47 and B-52 jet bomber flight tests,
guided missiles and other Boeing projects. Discussion
period will follow'movie.
Openings are available for graduating and graduate
students in all branches of engineering (AE, CE, EE,
ME and related fields) and for physicists and mathematicians with advanced degrees. Fields of activity
include DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH,
TOOLING and PRODUCTION. Choice of locations:
Seattle, Washington, or Wichita, Kansas.
These are excellent opportunities with one of the
country's leading engineering organizations—designers
and builders of the B-47 and B-52, America's firstannounced jet transport and guided missiles.

v

For details on group meeting and personal appointment contact your

PLACEMENT OFFICE

Louis Francis Budenz, the exCommunist who has helped our
government convict and jail the
top leaders of the Red conspiracy
here, thinks
our
authorities
shouldn't confine the search to
seeking "Party members," or
card-carrying Reds.
"The question," he said in a
speech on the Harding College
campus, "should be: Is the record
of this individual, in- being a
member of numerous Communist
fronts, in aiding many Communist
causes, in expressing Communist
sentiment—is that record such
that it aids Soviet Russia against
the United States?" If the answer is "yes," then Processor
Budenz advocates exposing the
individual and rendering him impotent as an ally in the conspiracy.
"Within the Communist Party,
when I was there," he said, "leading scientists were used — their
names were used—in order to induce lesser scientists not only to
join the Communist conspiracy,
but also to engage even in espionage work. We send the Rosenbergs to their execution — as
■ e should do, for they are traitors and have shown no indication whatsoever of cooperating
with the government to destroy
treason here. Yet those who have
been responsible for the creation
of the Rosenbergs, certain distinguished scientists who continually lend their names to Stalin ite movements, are placed in positions of honor and of respect.
Wf. cannot afford to continue this

NOW... 10 Months Scientific Evidence
For Chesterfield

A MEDICAL SPECIALIST is making regular bimonthly examinations of a group, of people
from various walks of life. 45 percent of this
group have smoked Chesterfield for an average
of over ten years.
After ten months, the medical specialist reports
that he observed...

no adverse effects on the nose, throat and
sinuses of the group from smoking Chesterfield,

MUCH MILDER

CHESTERFIELD
IS BEST FOR YOU
Copyright 1953,
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